Fig. 4 The complete loess series on the western mining wall. The photograph clearly shows both the PK I swelling near both the right and the left edge, and the end-off of soil W 1-2.

Photograph J. Karásek, August 1969

Fig. 6 The western wall of the Modřice loam pit, September 1997. The pre-loess elevation built up by calcareous clay (light area) in the left part of the photograph, the pre-loess depression with the floor filled up by the parautochthonous set of soils PK II+III which is being telescopically nipped-out towards the elevation head.

Photograph J. Karásek
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Abstract

The area under study is located aside off fairly important supraregional and regional road and railway veins. The economic significance of the area decreased in the course of economic transformation and only very slowly shows signs of revival. The structure of settlement, the age structure of population as well as the steadily shrinking job opportunities in the region induced a great disparity of demand for public transport. This is why the public transport companies gave up the whole-area public transport attendance. The number of traffic lines and connections was reduced. In the period from 1991-1996, traffic attendance on working days worsened in 78 % of settlements in the studied area. On Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, approximately fifty percent of settlements in the area have no traffic connection at present. The motor car becomes a necessity for the local rural population similarly as in other parts of the Czech Republic.
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1. Introduction

It is nearly seven years that Czech economy has been going through a process of transformation. Although the process runs to identical rules in the whole area of the country, their impacts considerably differ in individual regions. The least negative influence can be seen in areas located on major railway lines and road traffic veins with the colourful structure of manufacturing activities and the well developed technical infrastructure. In contrast, the greatest impact is to be found in marginal areas usually located off the important traffic veins with a very low heterogeneity of manufacturing activities and with climatic conditions relatively unfavourable for agriculture.

The basin of the Middle Dyje River is one of areas with a number of changes induced by contemporary so-

Fig. 1 Model area localization in the Czech Republic
cial processes. The area became a centre of our attention for studying the transformation in marginal rural regions (Grant No. 347/1996 "New Prosperity for Rural Regions"). A basic geographical characteristic of the model area was published in this periodical in No. 1/1997 in the article of authors Vaishar, A. - Špes, M. - Koutný, R. - Mikulík, O. - Nováček, V. - Pozeš, M. - Zapletalová, J. - Zupačič, J. (1997): "New Prosperity for Rural Regions". Moravian Geographical Reports, No. 1/97, Vol. 5, p. 18-35. This is the reason for us to mention only those general data on the territory in this work, which can affect the traffic situation in the region.

2. Basic characteristics affecting the traffic situation in the region

The area of the Middle Dyje River basin discussed in this work is identical with former judicial districts Vranov nad Dyjí and Jemnice. The present administration of the area has three districts: Jindřichův Hradec, Třebíč and Znojmo. Total area of the territory under study is 472.5 km² (Fig. 2).

The model area has passed through a number of political and administration changes since the 20's of this century, which reflected in its present character. The latest statistic data speak of 63 separate settlements associated into 48 administration units - municipalities and the last census of 1991 indicated that the area had a population of 15 590. The average density of population in the region was 33.0 inhabitants per km² which is a very low density even in the comparison with the already low population density of all three above mentioned districts (48, 69 and 77.0 inhabitants per km² in the districts of Jindřichův Hradec, Znojmo and Třebíč, respectively, the average density of population in the Czech Republic being 131 inhabitants per km²). The whole region exhibits a strong depopulation trend. In twenty years between 1970-1991, the local population shrank by 3 801 inhabitants, which is nearly 20 %.

Some settlements - mainly in the district of Jindřichův Hradec lost nearly a half of their population in this period of time (Bělčovice, Dančovice, Hluboká, Rancířov, Chvalkovice, Županovice, Podhradí nad Dyjí in the Vranov area).

The settlement structure is characteristic of a great number of relatively small settlements. Nearly a half of municipalities in the model region are very small 5 of them having less than 100 inhabitants, 19 with the population between 100 and 200, and other 16 municipalities having between 201-500 inhabitants. Only eight municipalities have the population of more than 500 inhabitants. One of them is Dešná which consists of 7 independent settlement units where the unit of Dešná itself has more than 200 inhabitants. The largest town in the region is Jemnice whose population were 4 074 inhabitants in the last census. The second largest municipality is Vranov nad Dyjí with 931 inhabitants. Rather than economically important the municipality is popular

![Fig. 2 Administration changes in the model area](image-url)
with its historical and cultural sights and recreational opportunities.

The economy of the area under study has low dynamics over a long term, which has always been depending mainly on agriculture. In comparison with for example the neighbouring Znojmo district, conditions for agricultural production are not too favourable, however. Traditional crops are still oats, rye, potatoes, and forage crops. Animal production is specialized in rearing cattle, pigs and poultry. Agriculture in the region has to face considerable problems at the present due to high economic costs of agricultural production.

There have never been large industrial plants in the region. The local production mainly included primary processing of local raw materials and agricultural products, small-scale trades and construction firms. Small brickworks, quarries and lime works used to saturate needs of neighbouring villages, mills and distilleries used to process local agricultural products. Production units whose products were offered on fairly remote markets were just a few. In the area under study, there were several detached plants of larger companies at the end of the 80’s such as those of Motorpal Jihlava [422 jobs], Balímy obchodu Jihlava [80 workers] and Otavan Třebůň [245 workers] in Jemnice, TESLA Holešovice [150 workers] in Vranov nad Dyji, or Snaha in Police. Some lime works and brickworks are still in operation as well as a sawmill at Šumná, which was once a part of South-Moravian Timber Works (Jihomoravské dřevařské závody). The subsidiary plant of Závody Gustava Klimenta Třebůň in Uherčice [300 workers] made shoes from 1979.

Most of these production units were privatized after 1990 with more or less effect and the number of available jobs in them decreased. Some of them such as distilleries in Pálovice and Oponěšice even stopped the production due to improper privatization. The production of shoes in Uherčice was closed as well as the operation of Tesla in Vranov. Newly established companies such as manufacture of hand tools in Mladějovice, furniture manufacture in Lomy, production of wooden briquettes at Lančov, textile production in Budkov, production of cardboard works in Miličovice, a slaughterhouse in Lesná and an electrotechnical company in Jemnice are usually firms with a low number of employees as well as with relatively low requirements for transport of raw-materials and products. These are joined by various kinds of small entrepreneurs who mainly provide services and run their businesses as natural persons with usually no employees.

The present most important economic centre of the given area is Jemnice with the highest concentration of available jobs and services. Some 750 jobs are available here in various industrial branches. A limited number of available jobs which cannot be saturated by the local population offer Lesná, Police, Šumná, Uherčice and Vranov nad Dyji. However, the total number of available jobs in the region under study is lower than the number of economically active inhabitants. This is why many persons must commute for work outside the studied region. In the western part of the region the commuting is directed mainly to the district town of Znojmo other centres being Moravské Budějovice in the Třebůň district, and Dačice and Slavonice in the district of Jindřichův Hradec.

The western part of region is well known thanks to tourism. The area of Blížov and Vranov used to be sought by modest tourists with their families for so called summer stays long before the existing dam was built. At the present time, the area around the Vranov dam lake is an important recreational area with the largest concentration of beds for summer recreation near water in Moravia. Water sports can be combined with hiking in the forested landscape only very little impacted by industry and urbanization as well as with the visit of architectonic and historical sights such as the Baroque Chateau in Vranov nad Dyji, the Blížov Castle and the ruins of Cornštejn Castle. A certain disadvantage, however, is a massive use of all built-up facilities in summer. The stoppage of ship transport on the Vranov Dam lake explained by the protection of water resources had a negative impact.

3. Location of the model area in the regional traffic network

The whole area under study is aside off important supraregional and regional road and railway veins. The western part of the area is touched by the regional railway line Okšišky-Znojmo with a continuation either to Štov and further on to the railway border crossing with Austria, or to Hrušovany nad Jevišovkou. A single railway station (and a single stop) on this line in the area of interest is the village of Šumná which is also a goods station (mainly with timber loading). The only local railway line that attends 4 settlements of the area under study (Jemnice, Lhotice, Ráčovice, Třebulovice) leads from Moravské Budějovice to Jemnice. The remaining part of the region is without any railway connection.

All settlements in the region under study are attended by roads of 2nd and 3rd class which are generally in poor condition, particularly those in the northern part of the area (Fig. 3). The only road of regional importance is the 2nd class road No. 152 Nová Bystřice- Slavonice-Jemnice-Moravské Budějovice with the continuation to Brno. However, even this road has a range of technical defects. The nearest 1st class road leading in the NW direction already outside the model area is the road from Moravské Budějovice to Znojmo and further on to the border crossing with Austria (Hatě-Kleinhaugsdorf). There are two border crossings with Austria in the region of Middle Dyje River Basin: The border crossing Vratěnín-Drosendorf is a road border
crossing for passenger motor cars of Czech and Austrian citizens while the border crossing Čižov-Hardegg operates only for tourists and cyclists from the two countries and does not accept motor vehicles.

Except for the town of Jemnice, there is no other important railway junction or a commuting centre. The model territory is mainly a part of mutually overlapping hinterlands of larger settlements and production centres situated outside the studied area. The fact reflects in channeling the public passenger transport lines of the part of the model area situated in the district of Jindřichův Hradec mainly to Dačice and Slavonice, those situated in the Třebíč district mainly to Moravské Budějovice and Jemnice, and those in the district of Znojmo to Znojmo. Centres of secondary importance are Police (Třebíč district), Bílov, Šumná and Vranov (Znojmo district). In spite of the fact that the new administrative arrangement of the Czech Republic was established more than 45 years ago, the post-war links of economic and secondarily also traffic character still survive (Fig. 4). An evidence to the situation is a relatively good traffic connection between centres of Dačice, Slavonice, Jemnice, Moravské Budějovice and Telč. Some settlements do not exhibit a clear traffic orientation, especially when they are attended by only single transport line. In the Jemnice district, the villages of Jiratice and Pálovice have an identical number of connections to Jemnice and Police. Lhotice, Opopošice and Třebílovice, which are situated on the local railway line Moravské Budějovice-Jemnice have an identical number of connections to both places. The settlements of Hluboká, Županovice and Dešná have an identical number of connections to Jemnice as well as to Slavonice, and finally Plačovice (a local part of Dešná) have an identical number of connections both to Dačice and to Slavonice (Fig. 4).

4. Load of model area traffic network

The economic significance of the whole area under study markedly decreased in the course of economic transformation and gets back to life again only very slowly. The process shows also in the passage of motor vehicles on roads in the studied area.

A general feature of Czech economy is the growing freight and passenger road transport. The trend applies to the part of road network situated in the area under study, too. However, analyses of traffic frequency on the roads in the model area (according to traffic counts made in 1990 and 1995) indicate that it is mainly the increasing passage of passenger motorcars resulting from the worsening traffic accessibility of settlements by public passenger transport. The percentage of lorries and coaches in the traffic streams is decreasing. In 22 road sections of total 27 in which the traffic counts were made in 1990 and 1995 the passage of motor trucks was reduced, the decrease of passage occurring in all categories of trucks and coaches. The passage of trac-
tors remained more less same in the majority of road sections. On roads in the southern part of the area under study, between the state border and the Vranov Dam lake as well as in the western part of the studied area the decrease in the passage of lorries and coaches within the mentioned period of five years was so heavy that it could not be compensated for by the increased passage of passenger cars the result of which is a generally decreased car passage (compare Figs. 5 and 6).

5. Traffic accessibility of settlements by means of public transport

Traffic accessibility of rural settlements by means of public transport has been steadily worsening in the whole territory of the Czech Republic since 1990. The coach transport performance in the Czech Republic dropped by a third between 1989 and 1994, which resulted in the cancellation of 24% coach lines. A general feature is the increasing number of profitable transport lines between large economic centres and the cancellation of local lines mainly in marginal areas. The cancellation of public transport passenger lines has also afflicted the area under study.

The settlement pattern, structure of population and its age as well as the ever shrinking jobs in the region induced a greatly dispersed demand for public transport. Engagement of some lines was very low. This was why all public transport companies gave up the whole-area attendance of the model area. The number of connections was reduced. Nearly all unprofitable traffic connections were cancelled and remaining ones were reduced to the least possible extent (e.g. to ensure the commuting of school children). It means that it was not only the individual traffic connections that were cancelled in the studied area but in some cases also the traffic lines themselves. The traffic attendance of practically all settlements (with the exception of settlements situated on the local track between Moravské Budějovice and Jemnice and settlements in the western part of the area, which are passed by the 2nd class road No. 408 from Jemnice to Znojmo) was markedly worsened. For example, the settlements of Hluboká and Jiratice have only two pairs of regular traffic connections on working days and other 5 settlements in the western part of Znojmo district have 3 pairs of traffic connections. The situation is better in other settlements of studied area (compare Figs. 7 and 8).

As indicated by the analyses, the public transport connections cannot even ensure the basic traffic attendance in some settlement localities. Inhabitants in some small villages have problems with reaching the health service facilities, post office and even the shop with basic food articles. The analyses showed that in the period between 1991-1996, 78% of settlements in the model area had a certain number of public transport connections cancelled and 22% of municipalities had the transport connections unchanged. The transport
Fig. 5 The frequency of motor vehicles on road sections in the model area in 1990
Source: Results of traffic count made in road and motorway networks in 1990

Fig. 6 The frequency of motor vehicles on road section in the model area in 1995
Source: Results of traffic count made in road and motorway networks in 1995
Fig. 7 Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on working days in 1991
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1991/92

Fig. 8 Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on working days in 1996
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1996/97
connection was not improved in any settlement of the studied area in the mentioned period of time. The situation is now being resolved by municipal councils. For example, the village of Dešná takes part itself in ensuring transport services for its inhabitants. The mayor claims that the solution is economically more favourable for the village than the contribution to cover losses on the operation of coach connections, which would have to be settled by the village to the coach transport company. A similar solution was adopted by some manufacturing companies. For example, the establishment of South Moravian Timber Works in Uhřice has a company bus to take its employees to work and back home and a similar model was adopted by Egston Systém Electronic in Jemnice. Inhabitants of many villages are forced to use their own cars to get to work, especially if working on shifts. Many people cannot work in their professions because they work for example on shifts without their own cars. Mayors of several villages claim that a car has become a necessity for inhabitants of their villages.

The public transport situation becomes critical during weekends and festivals with the marginal character of the area showing most markedly. Practically the whole Jemnice area as well as the eastern part of Dačice area remain without any public transport on Saturdays. A slightly better situation can be seen in the Znojmo district part of the model area with at least one pair of coach connections left (Figs. 9 and 10). An even better situation - at least in the eastern part of Jemnice area - is reported on Sundays and national holidays. The situation of villages situated on railway lines is good. Villages located on the railway line between Moravské Budějovice and Jemnice had 6 or 5 connections in 1996, the village of Šumná having 5 connections (7 on Sundays) to Moravské Budějovice and Znojmo. Settlements in the district of Jindřichův Hradec, however, have no public transport available also on Sundays (Figs. 11, 12; Tab. 1).

Tab. 1 Public transport frequency changes in settlements of area under study in 1991-1996 (in settlements percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of settlements in %</th>
<th>Working days</th>
<th>Saturdays</th>
<th>Sundays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With increased frequency</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With identical frequency</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With frequency decreased by 50 %</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With frequency decreased by 51-99 %</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport was cancelled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlements in total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1991/92 and 1996/97

At present, Czech Railways (České dráhy) cancel little engaged connections of passenger railway transport and prepare a reduction of regional railways which appear non-profitable according to strict economic criteria. In the area under study, this will concern the local railway line Moravské Budějovice-Jemnice. The settlements situated on the line (Lhote u Jemnice, Rácovice, Třebelovice) have so far good railway connections both with Jemnice and Moravské Budějovice, and from here with other centres. Municipal councils in these villages anticipate a further growth of these settlements as settlements with a housing function for Jemnice and Moravské Budějovice. To cancel the railway line would result not only in social consequences for the population in these villages, but also in environmental impacts due to permeability and quality of the road network which would have to take on the channelled traffic (both passenger and goods transport). A possible solution to this situation can be seen in privatization of the railway line, in which two entities showed their interest.

The car becomes a necessity for the rural population here similarly as in other places of the Czech Republic. The last census indicated that 2 875 households owned passenger cars of their own. The lowest number of households with a car can be found in Podhradí nad Dyjí, Podmyče and Lančov. In contrast, the highest number of households with a car (over 70 %) can be found in Zálesí, Rácovice, Třebelovice and Třebětice.

6. Conclusion

The area under study is situated apart from the important traffic veins. With the exception of Jemnice and its connection with Moravské Budějovice, the entire remaining part of the region is very remote to traffic. All roads in the area are classified as 2nd and 3rd class roads. Their condition is rather poor, namely in the Třebič district part of the area under study. In the period between 1990 and 1996, a reduced frequency of passenger public transport was recorded as a result of economic recession in a number of settlement localities as well as a decreased passage of transport means on some roads or their sections.

The area under study has no important traffic centre. It forms a periphery to large housing and production centres situated outside the studied area. Public transport connections are directed mainly to Dačice and Slovnice in the Jindřichův Hradec district part of the area, to Jemnice, Police and Moravské Budějovice in the Třebič district part of the area, and to Bitov, Vranov and Znojmo in the Znojmo district part of the area. Šumná is a centre of secondary importance. In spite of the fact that the new administrative arrangement of the CR territory came into force 45 years ago, some economic and traffic links of post-war administrative arrangement still survive.
Fig. 9 Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on Saturdays in 1991
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1991/92

Fig. 10: Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on Saturdays in 1996
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1996/97
Fig. 11 Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on Sundays in 1991
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1991/92

Fig. 12 Traffic accessibility of settlements by public transport on Sundays in 1996
Source: Railway and coach time-tables valid for 1996/97
Due to a greatly dispersed demand for public transport and little engagement of individual coach connections, public transport companies reduced the number of connections in the area to the lowest possible extent with maintaining only connections which can be considered profitable at least partly or those which must be preserved (commuting of school children). It was not only the individual public transport connections but also some lines that were cancelled in the area under study. In practice, the traffic attendance of all settlements (with the exception of settlements located on the local railway line Moravské Budějovice-Jemnice, and settlements in the western part of the area, which are passed by the 2nd class road No. 408 from Jemnice to Znojmo) was impaired.

Municipal councils of villages afflicted by these limitations of public transport try to resolve the situation with their own strengths. Should funds be sufficient, they operate the public transport at their own costs. Representatives from these villages claim that the operation of their own public transport is financially much more efficient than the contribution requested by public transport companies for ensuring traffic attendance. The solution brings finance to municipal offices and at the same time helps the settlement with its traffic attendance. A certain problem consists in the fact that the connections operated in this way cannot be used by other people except for village inhabitants since in the majority of cases, time-tables and stops are known only to them. This means that it is not possible to use these traffic connections for other inhabitants (or for this analysis).

One of important sources of receipts in Vranov area is tourism. Unfortunately, the majority of recreational localities can only be reached by individual means of transport. With regard to the terrain configuration and capacity of beds, this results in severe problems with parking, air-soil and water pollution. Conditions for the recreational function of the area are thus secondarily impaired. Although the problem is of seasonal nature, it is necessary to bear it in mind and find a solution even if it does not concern the basic traffic attendance of the area.

In order to preserve at least a minimum extent of traffic attendance in the area under study, the budgets of district councils were strengthened in 1996 with a special purpose subsidy from the state budget, paid in addition to current subsidies, which amounted to 541 mil. CZK. In 1997, the traffic attendance of settlements in the Czech Republic was subsidized with 700 mil. CZK from the state budget. However, the subsidies have been permanently shrinking since 1993. In spite of the fact that the Ministry of Transport has prepared a range of provisions which are to theoretically eliminate the negative trends of decreasing traffic attendance - such as for example the renovation of coach fleet, a project for the use of small buses, the legislative support to the development of transport companies, etc. it is not to be expected that the traffic attendance of small settlements will be markedly improved in the future due to the steadily worsening economic situation of small municipalities. Prognoses rather expect a further situation worsening which necessarily will lead to an even greater every day use of motor cars.

Due to market mechanisms our society gradually inclines to the model of individual passenger transport. The trend is obvious also in the area under study. Even if we dismissed environmental impacts issuing from this model, the condition of road network in the given area, equipment of households with a motor car, the financial situation of some families and last but not least a street network (including parking capacity) in the majority of target centres would not be able to absorb the model. The further worsening of traffic attendance by means of public transport will means a further decline of marginal depopulation regions such as the Middle Dyje River Basin with a low number of available jobs, great dispersity and ageing population. In its final effect, the model will result in changes in the structure of settlement and secondarily also in changes of landscape character. It can be expected that small settlements not only in this area will become a domaine of cottiers - live on weekends in summer and deserted in the winter time.
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Between 1995 and 1997 a geographical study was conducted in the area close to the new borders between the Czech Republic and Slovakia (Moravian-Slovak borderlands). The article describes the gradual changes in public transport services (buses and railways). Also cited here are some results from a questionnaire study conducted in August and September 1996 in 27 localities in the Czech Republic lying near the border with Slovakia and in 5 other communities (the control localities). The questions related to trips to Slovakia prior to and after the division of Czechoslovakia, the frequency and purpose of the trips, and also about the main sources of information about Slovakia as an independent country.
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1. Introduction

In the area along the border of the Czech Republic and Slovakia, the division of Czechoslovakia into two successor states on 1 January 1993 has generated tendencies and features of life that are disintegrative in character and which are, of course, difficult to gauge using classic methods and databases.

This area was studied between 1995 and 1997 as a part of Project no. 205/95/1184 of the Czech Grants Agency. The study area included, in the Czech Republic, the districts of Brno-venkov, Hodoňov, Uherské Hradiště, Zlín, Vsetín and Frydek-Místek and, in the Slovak Republic, the districts known prior to the second half of 1996 as Čadca, Žilina, Považská Bystrica, Trenčín and Senica.

The Moravian-Silesian (Czech) parts of the study area in the Czech Republic had, as of 1 January 1996, a population of 1 007 412. This was represented one-tenth (9.8 %) of the total Czech population, while the area totalled 6 700 km², 8.5 % of the Czech Republic's total territory. This means that the area has a somewhat higher population density than the Czech average (150 inhabitants per km² against the Czech average of 131 inhabitants per km²). Long-term monitoring indicates that the area has regularly increased its share of the population in the Czech Lands (in 1930, its share stood at just 7.1 %).

The theme of this article is, on the one hand, changes in transport services in the Czech Republic's new borderland and, on the other, the thoughts and opinions of the population on the Czech (Moravian-Silesian) side about the new state of affairs.

2. Changes in transport systems

The natural basis of the commuter and other territorial unions remains as large as the public passenger transport system is extensive. While it is true that the growing level of car ownership makes it more difficult to prove these phenomena, the year-on-year changes in the amount of repair work carried out on public passenger transport is one clear indicator of more general trends. Here, in the case of the Moravian-Slovak borderlands, we are witnesses to a phenomenon that is otherwise very rare: the gradual separation of transport systems, in this case of the two new states that replaced Czechoslovakia.

The following rail links were examined: Jablunkov - Čadca, Vsetín - Púchov, Slavičín - Trenčianská Teplá, Veselí nad Moravou - Myjava, Veselí nad Moravou -
3. The questionnaire survey

Other than that, I would like to mention, at least briefly, the results of a questionnaire survey conducted during August and September 1996 in the border belt of the Czech Republic. The survey was conducted in 32 localities in all, of which 27 were in the border region. The other five were control surveys in other localities, roughly 40 kilometres from the border (see the appended Fig. 1).

In the border localities, 435 people were questioned (215 men and 220 women), and 76 in the control localities (37 of whom were men). The sample of respondents was also balanced in terms of age. The geographical position of the all localities is marked on the attached map. Where we had in mind two different periods, the cut-off point was January 1993 when Czechoslovakia split.

The purpose of this field study was to ascertain the fall-off in the frequency of travel to Slovakia from the Czech side, to ascertain any changes in the reasons for these journeys, and also to state what actually are the population's main sources of information about events in Slovakia following the break-up of Czechoslovakia.

The frequency of journeys to Slovakia: For the earlier period, 40.0 % of the respondents in the border region said they travelled to Slovakia "more than 10 times a year", while respondents in the control localities either said "one to four times a year" (39.5 %) or "irregular" (in 38.2 % of cases). Only very few of them (7.9 % in the control localities) travelled to Slovakia "more than 10 times a year". The situation has changed very significantly since the division of Czechoslovakia. In the new period (that is, between 1993 and 1996) the most frequent answer of even respondents in the border region was "not at all" (in 45.1 % of cases), while those who continue to visit Slovakia "more than 10 times a year" already comprise only 7.8 %. The proportion of those who did not travel to Slovakia at all reached 73.7 % in the control areas. In one of the control localities not a single respondent out of a total of 15 drawn from different age categories had been to Slovakia since the break-up of Czechoslovakia. Of the respondents in Nedašova Lhota (in direct contact with the new official border), only 16.76 % gave a negative response.

One unsurprising fact is that the oldest group of respondents quite commonly expressed a negative attitude towards making trips to Slovakia. Here, pure and simple biological reasons (age) play a role.

The reasons for making trips to Slovakia have changed significantly. In border area localities, shopping trips (!) were clearly the main reason in the earlier period, followed by family visits. More recently family reasons have been the main spur in the borderlands, though of course in the context of an overall fall in the frequency of trips. In the control localities recreation
was main spur, while in the later period family reasons are lead the way here as well. The great fall in the importance of shopping trips is of course understandable, since this importance was linked with the relatively better provision of the Slovak towns in Povází-region in the retail sector prior to 1990. In this connection it is worth noting that roughly one-third of all respondents answered positively when asked whether they had relatives in Slovakia (in Nedašova Lhota as many as 88.9% of respondents gave this response, and in Svätý Štefán 70.6%, while only a few positive answers were registered in of the control localities, 6.7% in Byškovice specifically).

The division of Czechoslovakia also led to a fall in the level of informedness about events in Slovakia. Here, however, the results are not worrying as yet. In the border region the general opinion is (in 38.9% of cases) that there is simply less information about events in Slovakia, but 30.6% of respondents there believe that there is just as much information as before. The same opinion is held, of course, by respondents in the control localities: 35.5% of them believe that there is less information than before, while 34.2% said there was as much as before. Differences emerged, however, when the respondent has to indicate the most important source of information about Slovakia. Even though Czech television channels are the most important source even in the border area (for 47.6% of respondents), immediately behind, in second place, was personal experience (for 26.7% of respondents). For respondents in the control localities, after Czech television (64.5%) the second source of information about Slovakia were Czech newspapers (14.5%). Against expectation, even among inhabitants from the borderlands Slovak television did not make much of a showing (the third source, but with only 8.7% of respondents), because those that have and use this opportunity give precedence to their own experience as the main source of information. For respondents from the border area, Czech media are four times more important than Slovak media, in the control localities the ratio is already roughly 30:1. There are of course very few uninformed people: only 1.4% of respondents from the border area and 3.9% of respondents from the control localities said that they have no information about events in Slovakia.

In response to the question whether the questionee believed that more Slovaks have been staying in their community since the division of Czechoslovakia, as frequently or less frequently, more respondents from the border (31.5%) than in the control localities (30.3%) opted for the answer “as often as before”. In the control localities, however, some 27.6% of respondents said that they felt unable to give an answer.

One of the control questions, which was meant to test the role of distance from the new border on political decision-making, was the question how the respondent

---

Fig. 1 Location of the localities in which the survey was conducted
would have voted if a referendum about the future of the common state had been held in 1992. In this case it should be mentioned that woman tended to be more "pro-federation" than men, the old and middle-aged rather than the young, employees and pensioners rather than entrepreneurs (however, this is only more of a indication, as there were few respondents). However, in decision-making distance paid no role. The entirely predominant answer (ranging from 33% to 94% of answers in individual localities, with an average of 64%) was that they would have voted for continued federation. Some of the respondents, however, answered spontaneously that their current few already differs from their view then. The proportion of these respondents is not, however, provable unfortunately. "Pro-federation" stances (relating to 1992 of course) were somewhat more prevalent among respondents with relatives in Slovakia.

4. Conclusion

In my opinion, the results obtained enrich our view of a change as significant as the division of Czechoslovakia undoubtedly was. The linguistic proximity of Czech and Slovak, the peaceful disintegration of the federation, and likewise the relatively numerous family ties and ties of friendship continue to make the Moravian-Slovak borderlands as interesting are for further analyses of contacts between both sides. And that despite the fact that the new state border has been stabilised in the long term and that despite the fact that this area is in great part formed by the relatively hilly terrain of the Carpathians, which undoubtedly constitute a barrier.
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Abstract

The loess series opened by the loam pit in Modřice near Brno is known by its well-developed fossil soil complexes since at least the end of the 19th century (McCoy - Oches - Cílek, 1996), having been systematically studied and documented as long as sixty years. It is most probably the only locality of the Czech Quaternary which has been enjoying the long time attention of experts and this is why it would deserve a synthesis of all the hitherto gained knowledge. The main objective of the submitted study is to present a general picture of geomorphological situation in the locality and to integrate this picture into the context of the hitherto stratigraphic interpretations.

Shrnutí

Sprášová série odkrytá hlíníštěm cihelny v Modřicích u Brna je známa dobře vyvinutými fosílními půdními komplexy nejméně od konce 19. století (McCoy - Oches - Cílek, 1996) a je systematicky sledována a dokumentována již 60 let. Je pravděpodobně jedinou lokalitou českého kvartéru s takto dlouhým obdobím odborného zájmu a zaslouží si proto syntetické shrnutí všech dosavadních poznatků. Hlavním cílem předložené studie je podat základní obraz o geomorfologických poměrech lokality a včlenit jej do kontextu dosavadních stratigrafických interpretací.

Key words: Loess series, morphostratigraphy, slope modelling, paleolithic, osteological findings

1. Introduction

The brick-field loam pit in Modřice is one of the longest studied and most discussed loess series profiles on the eastern edge of the Bohemian Massif. A main cause to the undying discussions (compare Karásek - Seitt, 1997) is the fact that the stratigraphic sequence of the loess series and soils in the profile under study changes in the course of mining brick-making raw materials in dependence on the topological topographic position of the main mining wall. The first stratigraphic interpretations (Pelišek, 1940; 1949) were based on the description of the loam pit situated some 200 meters in the SE-direction from the present mining wall and stretching in the WE-direction (Fig. 2). Their conceptions were then based on a morphostratigraphic scheme derived for the Prague surroundings (Záruba, 1942). The stratigraphic explications of Pelišek were accepted by authors of a comprehensive comparison study (Musil - Valoch - Nečesaný, 1954) but were later casted doubts upon within the campaign for the "würm of two parts" (Kukla, 1961; Fink, 1964; and other), particularly so by the conclusion made by the INQUA Subcommittee for the loess stratigraphy in the sense that the Modřice loess series is analogical to the series of Dólní Věstonice with the typically "two-part" würm and its pedostratigraphic horizons equivalent to the Stillfried A and B in Fink's conception (1964). This means that soil W 1-2 as in the original Pelišek's conception is said to be not represented in Modřice. The then situation of outcropped Modřice loess series, documented by published photographs (Bouček - Kodym, 1963; Ložek, 1973) seems to be corresponding with the INQUA Subcommittee conclusion.

Fig. 1 Topographic position of the locality
Yet, the circumstances of telescopic nip-out of soil W 1-2 by changing the topographic position of the main mining wall (Musil - Valoch, 1966) were later pointed out and the gradual merging of soils W 1-2 and W 2-3 can also be documented by a historical photograph (Kalášek et al., 1963). After the main mining wall had been shifted southwards in 1965, the discussed soil W 1-2 was again monitored and photographed in its stratigraphic position and typical development (Fig. 3) (Pelíšek 1982). With its further shifting towards the West and South, the main mining wall was again being gradually telescopically nipped-out so that only its northern branch at the NE-edge of the profile could be documented in 1969 (Fig. 4 - see cover, p. 2.).

At the beginning of the 80s the parent rock of loesses was first uncovered to the greater extent (river gravel sands in the rock cover of Miocene sediments) and the allochthonous-slope-position was stated of some loess locations and soils (Seitt, 1983). It became ever more obvious with the increasing information and knowledge that any momentary situation of outcropped local loess series is in an apparent correlation with the configuration of pre-loess form elements. Parautochthonous or explicitly allochthonous positions of some partial blocks sometimes even led to experimental revisions of the local stratigraphic conception (Valoch, 1992). One of necessary pre-requisites to an at least partial clarification of the extremely complex local morphostratigraphic relations and bindings became the geomorphological analysis that was implemented by J. Karásek for this study. In Chapter 3 the study is complemented with a brief description of all hitherto osteological findings (L. Seitt). In Chapter 4 the study includes a description of artefacts (K. Valoch) found in the Modfice loess series and deposited in the Anthropos Institute of the Moravian Regional Museum in Brno.

2. Geomorphological analysis of the locality

The loam pit of the Modfice brick-field is situated on the right valley slope of the River Svratka, extended in the N-S direction, with the E exposition and inclined in the same direction at an angle of 5-7 degrees (some 2 degrees in its foot part). The sloping area, extended in a length of about 1 km from the Moravanský potok (Brook) valley up to another transverse valley formation
of W-E direction (the erosion rill under the northern foot of the Želešický říční (Ridge), is smooth and forms a continuation of the same valley slope of Svrata - perhaps with a milder gradient of some 4 degrees - between the valley of Leskava and the Moravský potok (Brook) at a length of some 2 km. Taking into regard the generally recognized presumption that the clastic loess component in this country was deposited mainly by winds of western directions (Ambrož, 1947), the spatial position of the Modřice loess series would be that of a drift (Havlíčková, 1966; Czudek, 1997). A consequence of this position is a scaly structure of the series in the W-E direction and the resulting telescopic superposition (Kukla, 1961a), i.e. gradual nip-out of lithostratigraphic and pedostratigraphic horizons towards the West, i.e. towards the deflation slope edge. Should the slope which forms the existing surface of the loess drift be just a slightly shape-modified copy of a pre-loess slope, the gradual end-off could be currently monitored on the withdrawing loam pit wall in the course of mining. It was clear, however, as early as long before the loess parent rock outcrop (e.g. in 1969 - see Fig. 4) that the point of intersection of stratigraphic horizons with the subvertical plane of the western mining wall are not horizontally even but undulating into a profile picture of transversal depressions and elevations. With the mining proceeding westwards, and especially after the pre-loess parent rock had been uncovered (Fig. 6 - see cover, p. 2.), the disproportion between the existing and pre-loess form elements became pronounced to such an extent that it was possible to start with a reconstruction of the pre-loess relief for the loam pit site (Fig. 5).

The transverse articulation of the pre-loess relief slope area built by the Badenian calcareous clay in its upper part resulted in the channelling of modelling processes in the destruction stages of the Upper Pleistocene not only in the W-E direction as it would have followed from the existing orientation and smooth surface of the slope area, but also towards the bottoms of the transverse depressions, i.e. with certain angle S and N deviations from the general W-E direction.

The slope modelling in the Modřice loess series has been known since the very beginning of research in this locality in the form of gravel sand positions inside the loess covers and they individual manifestations have been correctly interpreted (Pelišek, 1949). All other different explanations were proven to be erroneous (Karásek, 1968; Karásek - Seifl, 1997). After the pre-loess parent rock was uncovered, there were also ever more manifestations of the "transverse" slope modelling with preponderent conserved slides bound to the calcareous clay loess parent rock by their slip surfaces. Should we take into consideration that the gradient of the conserved slopes on the calcareous clay amounts up to 10 degrees at some places, their disturbance by fossil slides can be anticipated with a certain logic. Remarkable is for example the crossing of an apparent solifluction position inside the loess cover (solifluction with the W-E movement vector) by a slip surface tilted to SE,
i.e. towards the floor of the northern transverse depression (Fig. 7).

Block slides and other processes of slope modelling (solifluction? creep?) also affected the local relic of the Tuřanská terasa (Terrace) (Fig. 8) which rests on the calcareous clay parent rock (Karásek - Siehl, 1997). The slope modelling processes thus put into the secondary slope position not only the blocks of loess series members but also the gravel sands of the Tuřanská terasa (Terrace) and the calcareous clay. An unambiguous indicator of the calcareous clay slope displacement here is its position towards the altitude position of the stratigraphic interface of the calcareous clay and the parent rock Badenian basal clastics. The interface has a stable altitude position of approx. 226 m and this is why it appears as a horizontal line in the western mining wall in the N-S profiles. Any occurrence of the calcareous clay below this altitude, be it in the loess parent rock or sometimes even between two "loess" blocks, provides an evidence of its slope displacement.

Any dating of slope movements here is very difficult since the movements occurred in several stages rather distant from each other in terms of time. The oldest movements were undoubtedly "pre-loess", the other occurred in the loess ages (Fig. 2) with creep and rainwash occurring even in the periods of predominating pedogenetic processes. Any following loess cover conserved the forms of preceding slope movements, a result of the latest conservation being the present flat and smooth slope area.

Another problem of the area, which has not been resolved yet, is the existence of the "Rossian river terrace" (Pelíšek, 1949) that was later renamed as the Modřice terrace (Sýkora, 1961). To better explain the morphostratigraphic position of river terraces which were given names by various authors in the Brno region according to unofficially set up morphostratotypes (Karásek, 1992), the authors add to the text an idealized profile of which the morphostratigraphic as well as chronostatigraphic relations of the river terraces to the destruction levelled surfaces clearly follow out (Fig. 9). The mentioned river terraces are well stratigraphically defined either by their altitudinal position (Tuřanská terasa) or by their relations to their terrestrial rock cover (Husovická terasa). The relations of the terrestrial rock cover to the river terraces in the Brno region were already described in detail (Musil-Valoch, 1961) which is the reason for the authors to in-
include in the text only the comments to the stratigraphy of loess series in the rock cover of the Modřická and Husovická terraces.

Unlike the adjacent terraces (Tuřanská and Husovická) the Modřická terasa (terrace) represents a certain problem with its morphostratigraphic level. Its original unambiguous classification in the Riss (Pelišek, 1949) is hampered by a range of accompanying events both in the eponymic locality in Modřice and in other localities of the Brno region. It does not follow from Pelišek’s description whether the terrace was caught by him right in the stage of outcrop or only in drills. More recent data about the altitudinal position of the surface of river gravel sands (206 m) and their thickness of about 6 to 8 m (Musil - Valoch - Nečesaný, 1954) are at variance with Pelišek’s findings (200-201 m, 3 to 4 m), which raised doubts about their autochthonous position. In the course of mining, and particularly so during the 60s and 80s, the loam pit floor appeared to be below the level line of 200 m, and if there were any gravel sands found at this altitudinal position, their slope deposition character was evidenced at all cases (Karásek, 1968; Karásek - Seidl, 1997), or the loess series had a direct link with Miocene sands here (Seidl, 1983).

Thus the eponymic marking of the "Modřická terasa (terrace)" (Sýkora 1961) for a pre-Eemian, i.e. "Rissian"
river terrace (Pelišek, 1949) is most probably erroneous and became a cause to a number of misunderstandings. The large and in morphological terms rather pronounced plateau towards the western end of the Dyjsko-svratecký úval (Grabern) in Brno and its southern surroundings, used for example by the railway Brno-Břeclav, is demonstrably a true post-loess copy of a river terrace built by intact fluvial gravel sands with the surface at an altitude of about 200 m in Brno-Horní Heršpice (Fig. 10). However, the loess series in the rock cover of this terrace ends with a soil on its base, which is a probable equivalent of soil W 1-2 of the Husovice profile (Musil - Valoch, 1961) and most possibly also of the same soil from the Modřice loess series. With respect to the striking coincidence of the lithostratigraphic development of its rock cover in many localities, the authors take this so called Husovická terrace (Karásek, 1992) for a synchronous morphostratigraphic level for the whole Dyjsko-svratecký úval (Grabern) with its origin being dated in the Lower Würm or in the period between interstadials of brörup and hengelo (Karásek - Valoch, 1996). Its morphostratigraphic position was photographically documented in Brno-Husovice (Musil - Valoch, 1961), in Brno-Horní Heršpice and near the Brno Main Railway Station (Karásek, 1985) and in Kupařovice (Valoch et al., 1985).

An actual equivalent to the pre-Ermian ("Modřická") terrace is the "terrace V" in Brno-Maloměřice (Musil - Valoch, 1961). Its altitudinal position is corresponded to by stratigraphically disputable localities Brno-Záboří (Valoch, 1982) and Brno-Plsárky (Musil -Valoch - Seitt, 1996; Smolíková, 1996; Karásek, 1996), which were mapped already by Zapletal (1927) but which were not plotted in new geological maps (Novák et al., 1991; Pálenský et al., 1997). The existence of this morphostratigraphic level in the space between Brno and Modřice cannot be excluded (see Chapter 3), but it has never been provided any evidence in the documentation from the Modřice outcrops, and it cannot be identified with the morphologically pronounced plateau of the local Lowerwürmian Husovická terrace.

3. Osteological findings

A number of skeletal findings from the cadastral area of Modřice is deposited in collections of the Anthropos Institute, Moravian Regional Museum in Brno, of which some older ones are marked merely by the locality: "Modřice". These findings were not included in the presented analysis.

Some of findings with more detailed localizations were publicized (Musil - Valoch - Nečesáry, 1954).
When listing the new findings it is useful to mention that the finders did not mention any precise stratigraphic position of the finding in many a case. Pelišek's finding of a proboscidean pelvis fragment is said to be originating "from the loess above the lowest terrace" and is dated in 1967. A rib fragment and a crashed fragment of the mammoth skull were found in 1970 (in basal loess?). A rhinoceros ulna of Coelodonta antiquitatis is marked with the same year of finding. Fragments of C. antiquitatis tibia were prepared from the upper part of the second chernozem (brörup?) and at the time of the finding (1971) there were two other unpronounced soils recorded above this soil by the finder (R. Klima).

A mass bone finding was made in the northern part of the outcrop in 1972 (finder M. Drmola, depositions and documentation - Moravian Regional Museum). A damaged fragment of horse jaw (Equus sp.), a tooth, rib fragments and 123 fragments of C. antiquitatis skull originate from the upper part of the upper chernozem (brörup?). A fragment of dislocated rhinoceros diaphysis was post-sedimentarily displaced into the rock cover loess and sintered here. The same chernozem is a place of origin to a greater number of reindeer (Rangifer tarandus bone fragments and several bone chips of horse (Equus sp.). A heavily sintered artefact was found nearby.

A tusk and two ribs of mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius) were found in the same year. The ribs were crashed by the sediment weight and secondarily welded together by the sinter. The tusk originates from the black-brown soil (eem?). A nearly complete shoulderblade of a small form of the horse (Equus sp.) in the depository is labelled as a finding from "W 2-3".

In 1975, fragments of horse phalanx and calcanea with a heavily corroded fragment of a long bone, most probably belonging to mammoth were found in the lower chernozem (amersfoort?, marked as "R-W" in the finding report).

It follows from the list that the osteological findings exhibit a certain regularity as related to the westwards mining proceeding. The large-scale method of extraction makes it almost impossible to rescue the bones in spite of the fact that their findings might be cumulated.
The greatest number of findings from the 70s can be explained by the fact that the then mined level was topographically lower situated and its stratigraphic conditions were more favourable as compared with the present mining.

A cummulation of findings in the upper part of the second chernozem (brůrup?) is rather striking in the analysis of their frequency. The most represented species include Equus sp., Mammutthus primigenius, Coelodonta antiquitatis, Rangifer tarandus and also small animals as can be guessed by corroded fragments that can be determined with more difficulties. It is a faunistic composition which suggests with a certain probability the presence of man at the decline of the steppe climate of the given cycle.

It is also worth mentioning in the regional context that a mammoth tusk was found in Popovice near Rajhrad. The finding originates from the loess in the rock cover of interglacial soil complex (eem?) dwelling on intact river gravel sands whose topographic positioning is unambiguously lower than the Tuřanská terasa (Terrace) and morphostratigraphic positioning higher than the Husovická terasa (Terrace) (see Chapter 2). In an identical morphostratigraphic position with the gravel sands near Popovice were the same sediments found in the PK III parent rock beneath the tram flyover at the Central Cemetery in Brno, at the road underpass from Brno-Bohunic to Brno-Horní Hříplice, and in the mouth of the "Prague" freeway D1 from Videnská street. However, the superposition has never been really confirmed in the clay-pit of the Modfice brick-field.

4. Paleolitic findings

There were sporadic paleolitic artefacts found during the mining history in different positions and different places of the outcrop, which originate from the Upper, Middle and Lower Paleolite and are listed in this order. Some of them have already been published (Valoch, 1977).

An indisputable evidence of man presence in the period of early young Paleolite represents the unidirectional core (Fig. 11.1) made of horn-stone originating from Jurassic limestones. A tiny piece of the original cortex was retained on the ventral side and the impact area was modified by several facets. The dorsal side bears negatives of three blade-shaped chips broken off in parallel. In terms of culture and time the core can be classified to analogies from the nearby locality in Brno-Bohunic (Valoch et al., 1976). It is a bohunicien whose age is about 40 000 years B.P. Having fallen out of the main mining wall in 1988 the finding has no stratigraphic context. However, it must necessarily originate from the fossil soil of the Middle Würm (soil W1-2). The fragment of a large chip from the Jurassic horn-stone boulder (Fig. 11.2) shows a coarse dentation on the right side in the distal part. The black cortex was preserved on the dorsal face, the other surface being covered with white patina. The finding report indicates that it was found in 1993 in situ in the "upper brown soil" and its origin and age are apparently identical as in the previous core.

Other artefacts can be ranged in the Middle Paleolite. The first two of them originate from the basal loess position above PK II + III. A highly vaulted massiv quartz split (Fig. 11.5) had its ventral smooth area covered with sinter after the removal of which the area appears fresher than the other areas. The distal part on the left has a small transverse area reminding a graver chip with a double bulbus perspicuous at the base. The dorsal side is partly covered with the boulder cortex. The distal part on the left bears a larger split area with no particularly clear impact direction, which forms a flat edge with the ventral part. The boulder crust is peeled off by three parallel blade-shaped splits on the proximal end. The split areas are smoothed by wind. The finding originates from 1972 from the upper position of the upper black soil from the vicinity of animal bones findings (see Seidl in this text). The spongolite boulder splinter (Fig. 11.3) found in 1973 in the loess is slightly damaged on both sides of its lower end. The cortex is bowny yellow with white patina on splitting areas. The dorsal left
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Fig. 11 The young Paleolitic and mid-Paleolitic artefacts from the brick-field loam pit in Modfice. Orig. K. Valoch
edge shows signs of marginal retouching, the ventral notch to the upper right exhibits the retouching too.

Other artefacts of the Middle Paleolite originate from the PK II-III soil complex. A larger part of the quartz boulder (Fig. 12), chipped on both sides and protruding into a tip on its distal end was found in the upper chernozem (brôrup?) in 1975. The dorsal side was covered with sinter after the removal of which the side appears to have fresher looks than the other surfaces which show a slight eolian smoothing. A concave-side scraper (Fig. 11.4) on the trihedral spongilite splinter (Valoch, 1977) was found on the horizontally outcropped area of basal brown para-soil PK III. The quartz splinter with a distal broken end (Valoch, 1977) was found (Fig. 13.2) on the base of the lower chernozem (amersfoort?). A larger quartz split (Fig. 13.4) in the form of a citrus fruit segment (Valoch, 1977) originates - according to the information of the finder - from the "lower part of the soil complex". It was the basal chernozem (?) in which a quartz splinter was found in which the talon was formed by the cortex (Fig. 13.3). The dorsal area is smooth with only another impact area formed to the right, of which two splinters were taken in the ventral direction.

The historically first artefact (Pelišek, 1949) of this locality originates from the loess under PK II-III. It is a large diskoid core of dark grey Jurassic horn-stone (compare also Musil - Valoch - Nečesaný, 1953).

There is only one artefact that can be attributed to the Lower Paleolite with a great probability (Fig. 13.1), viz a diskoid fragment of the shoulder from the brown quarcite whose cortex forms its entire ventral side. It was chipped on its dorsal side in such a way that there are obvious notches. The whole surface shows heavy eolian smoothing. It was found in the SW end of the outcrop in the loess soil originating from the rock cover of the Tušanská terasa (Terrace).

The described collection of the paleolitic artefacts deposited in the Anthropos Institute, Moravian Regional Museum in Brno, documents the presence of people in the Brno basin during the different Pleistocene periods of time. The determination of more precise artefact age depends on the stratigraphic interpretation of the loess series, which can appear controversial with the present knowledge available (See Chapter 5). Yet, the artefacts from the loess above PK II-III most probably belong to the Lower Würm, the artefacts from the soil complex to the Eemian interglacial and Early Würm, and Pelišek's artefact from the loess under the soil complex to the younger stage of the Russian glacial. The two artefacts of the early Paleolite undoubtedly originate from the Middle Würm, and the latest mentioned quarcite artefact having been lacking the stratigraphic context still corresponds with its physical condition to the artefacts of the Lower Paleolite collected from the surface.
5. Discussion

The complex morphological and morphostratigraphic development of the Modlice loess series as well as a certain discrepancy of the accompanying circumstances give rise to discussion topics which can be summarized as follows:

1) There are good reasons to cast serious doubts on the existence of the pre-Eemian ("Modlice") river terrace, i.e. onto the existing morphostratigraphic equivalent of the V terrace (Musil - Valoch, 1961) within the area of the Modlice brick-field loam pit. Since the stratigraphic position of the whole loess series was derived from it (Pelišek, 1949), the local stratigraphy had been based on a fictive morphostratigraphic level since the very beginning. It is generally known today that the syngenesis of terraces cannot be derived according to their relative altitudes in water courses belonging in different catchments (Krejčí, 1988), not even in the case of the synchronic terraces, and even less so in the case of diachronic terraces.

2) The factographic disproportions between the topostrigraphic position of the pre-Eemian "Modlice" terrace and the accompanying circumstances (comp. Valoch, 1982; Musil - Valoch - Seidl, 1996; Smolíková, 1996; Karásek, 1996) do not exclude a logical conclusion that in the case of this morphostratigraphic level it is the diachronic terrace that is in the question, and the mechanism of origination described in the interpretations about the genesis of the Tušanská terasa (Terrace) sensu lato (Karásek, 1968). The theoretical substantiation of the diachronous principle (Ollier, 1981) was presented in this country exactly with the respect to the genesis of river terraces (Novák, 1987). Included in the application consequences this would mean that the "Modlice" terrace came into the existence earlier in the locality of Brno-Pisárky, and later on in the locality of Brno-Žabovřesky in spite of the fact that the two localities are of the same syngenetic terrace level whose relative altitude gradually increases in the direction upstream the Brno rivers.

3) The stratigraphic assessments of fossil soil complexes in the loess series most probably somewhat underestimated the possibilities of their facial modifications not only in the sense of soil catenas conditioned by the exposure (Mičan, 1965) but also in the connexion with the effects of slope modelling processes which need not necessarily manifest in all loess series of the slope localities in a uniform way. A climazonal soil type such as chernozem can originate in its typical form only in the flat terrain. And it will logically have another form on slopes where the

---

Fig. 14 The set of soils PK II-III on the western mining wall near the head of pre-loess elevation, heavily reduced by slope modelling and eolian deflation. Photograph L. Seidl, December 1996
Fig. 15 A schematic profile through the loess series in Dolní Věstonice
(J. Pelišek in Knor et al., 1953)
1. Loess $W_u$
2. Soil $W_{s1}$ (PK I)
3. Loess $W_u + W_v$
4. Fossil chemozems (PK II+III)
5. Brown parasol (PK II+III)
6. Loess (Riss)
7. Eolian sand

Fig. 16 The lithological boundary between calcareous clay and rock cover loess, pointed out by the dislocation along the slip area. The movement of a loess series part took down also the blocks of calcareous clay (to the left from the hammer). Photograph J. Karásek, November 1995
climatically conditioned soil-forming process is entered by the slope modelling processes as well as by the epigenetic eolian deflation in the vicinity of the upper slope edges. Therefore, there is no reason to be surprised by a fact that an identical pedostratigraphic horizon shows different physical properties such as colour in the foot and slope part of the same loess series. This is also the reason why the discussed soil W 1-2 in loess series foot positions is black (Brno-Husovice, Brno-Horní Hříšpice), whilst having the brown colour in the slope positions of the series (Brno-Bohunice - see Valoch et al., 1976) and macroscopically may resemble tundra brown soil PK I (Peříšek, 1971-72; Valoch, 1996). This facial variability of the soil "W 1-2" in the Modřice loess series was schematically illustrated by Peříšek (in Demek-Kukla, 1969). The same effect for one of black soils PK II (Fig. 14) was discussed also in our recent paper (Karásek-Sehlík, 1997).

A unique published example of the naive stratigraphic interpretation of loess series in Modřice is the stratigraphy based on a simple deduction of loesses and soils from above (Letešník in Bouček-Kodym, 1963) in which the soil set PK II+III is given the age of "W 1-2". Should we disregard the objectively conditioned partial misunderstandings concerning the soil W 1-2 (comp. Musil-Valoch, 1966), practically all authors arrived at a conclusion that the only soil complex with the typical basal brown parasoil that is represented in the Modřice profile (PK III) is the product of the Eemian ("R-W") interglacial. Taking into consideration the disputable conclusive value of the morphostratigraphic level ("Modřická terasa") from which the local stratigraphy was derived, the agreement of stratigraphic interpretations of the Modřice PK III is remarkable. Having not been yet provided any unambiguous evidence such as paleontological findings, it is supported only by regional analogies today, for example by the stratigraphy of loess series from Dolní Věstonice. It is worth mentioning in this connexion that the groundwork of the hitherto acknowledged - and later confirmed by the dating of the absolute age - stratigraphic conception of the Dolní Věstonice profile was laid also by Peříšek (in Knor et al., 1953) as early as in 1946. Peříšek’s sketch (Fig. 15) also clearly indicates the correlation between the appearance and development of lithostratigraphic and pedostratigraphic horizons on the topographic position in the outcrop (e.g. the fusion of four soils from the foot part of the series into one oriented up the slope gradient). A telescopic settling of soil W 1-2 farther towards the slope foot, uncovered by the present outcrop, can also be coming into consideration.

Another indirect evidence of the Eemian age of the basal soil complex in Modřice is generally considered the fact that fossil brown parasoil is an indication of the genuine interglacial climatic optimum (e.g. Smoličková, 1968). However, the macroscopically traceable changes in the sequence of loesses and soils as related to the topographic position of the outcrop provide a very complicated picture, which gives rise to doubts about the hitherto recognized stratigraphic interpretation (Valoch, 1992). The considerations about a possible representation of PK IV in the Modřice series originate also from other authors (McCoY et al., 1996). The possibility certainly cannot be excluded: however, any further discussion on this theme should be based on serious factual and regional knowledge of the issue.

6. Conclusion

There is one fact that follows out of the presented analysis and discussion: a majority of the hitherto stratigraphic interpretations of the Modřice loess series is based on an erroneous morphostratigraphic conception. If we adopt an opposite work procedure and assess the age of the pre-loess form elements on the basis of loess rock cover stratigraphy, we arrive at following conclusions in the case of the Modřice loess series:

1. The post-loess smooth and flat slope area in the loam pit site is in a striking contrast with the articulation of the slope area in the loess series parent rock. With the mining wall withdrawing westwards the authors state an irregular nip-out of positions of the mined raw material whose extractable reserve is close to being exhausted.

2. The position of some blocks in the series is apparently allochthonous (Fig. 16) and therefore unfit for any deduction of stratigraphic conclusions on the basis of the momentary outcrop.

3. The existence of the pre-Eemian "Modřická terasa" (Terrace) has never been evidenced in the loam pit area and the accompanying circumstances of its morphostratigraphic position in the said-to-be syn-genetic localities (Brno-Žabovřesky, Brno-Pisárky) are in such a discrepancy that they admit a hypothesis of its diachronic genesis. This hypothesis would weaken the credibility of any attempt at interaerial morphostratigraphic correlations published in the connexion with the "Modřice Terrace" (e.g. Zeman, 1982; Karásek, 1985a).

4. A considerable portion of the terrace plateau between the town centre and Modřice, which was identified with the pre-Eemian "Modřice Terrace" sensu lato (Šýkora, 1961) belongs to the Husovice Terrace sensu lato (comp. Karásek-Valoch, 1966), i.e. to the synchronous morphostratigraphic level of the Lower Würm. This can be documented by several published profiles (comp. e.g. Fig. 10) of which the profile in Brno-Husovice still exists and unofficially serves as a supporting profile.

5. The dating of basal brown parasoil PK III in Modřice into the Eemian interglacial climatic optimum is apparently justified, yet supported almost entirely by merely regional analogies. Should its greater age (Valoch, 1992; McCoY et al, 1996) be unambi-
guously denied, the possibility should be supported by decisive arguments.

The most important contribution of the 60 years' history of the Modřice loess series research is the experience that the outcrop calls for a long time study to correctly grasp the local loess series formation and development, which can never be substituted by just several individual visits.
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Abstract

The paper deals with problems of Jemnice (4 350 inhabitants) in the present stage of transformation of the economic and social system in the Czech Republic. A comparison advantage of Jemnice can be a relatively diversified economic base, a disadvantage then is the ever deepening remoteness from main centres as well as from important roads and an incompletely built up urban function. It follows from the historical context and from the analysis of present population, housing, production, service, transport and recreational functions of the town that Jemnice does not have too bright prospects in terms of its greater development. It is rather to preserve historical and natural values of the town and its surroundings, to generate prerequisites for jobs, attendance to town inhabitants and setting, and to improve the town image for visitors. With no redistribution of mechanisms that would bring development stimuli from central resources the major wealth of the town are its inhabitants.

Shrnutí

Příspěvek se zabývá problémy města Jemnice (4 350 obyvatel) v současné etapě transformace ekonomického a sociálního systému České republiky. Současná dokumentace může být poměrně diverzifikovaná ekonomicky základna, nevyhověly naopak prohlašující se odlehlost od hlavních center a důležitých komunikací a neúplně vybudovaná městská funkce. Z historického kontextu a z analýzy současně populací, bytové, výrobní, obslužné, dopravní a rekreační funkce města vylýší, že Jemnice nemá příliš velké předpoklady pro větší rozvoj. Dle spise o tom, aby byly uchovány historické a přírodní hodnoty tohoto města a jeho okolí, aby byly vytvořeny předpoklady pro zajištění pracovních příležitostí a obslužnosti pro obyvatele města a jeho zázemí, a aby se zlepšovala jeho image ve vztahu k návštěvníkům. Bez přerozdělovacích mechanismů, které by přinesly rozvojové impulzy z ústředních zdrojů jsou hlavním bohatstvím města jeho obyvatelé.

Key words: Czech Republic, small town, transformation, prosperity possibilities

1. Introduction

Small towns represent a very important part of the settlement system in the Czech Republic. They provide the contact with the urban environment for a considerable part of the countryside, particularly its peripheries, thus enabling to them access to urban ingenious contrivances such as services, jobs outside the rural sphere, social contacts, information and innovations for the rural population.

The small towns are a backbone of the Czech settlement system since historical times. In the Middle Ages, small towns were founded and built to political and power concerns of monarchs and nobility. In the period of industrialization, market principles made their way at the localization of various activities into the towns. These principles suffered a general breakage in the period of centrally planned economy when new manufacturing facilities, infrastructure and housing facilities were localized into settlement centres, i.e. also into the small towns, on the basis of the then political and social needs. From the historical point of view, the period was rather short. However, its importance for today's situation is great. Towns with a relatively developed and diversified production base and infrastructure from the

Fig. 1 The map of the Czech Republic (with the arrow pointed to the area under study)
pre-Socialist era were suddenly having an advantage while in towns in which a considerable part of manufacturing and housing facilities came into existence at the time of so called industrialization threaten with potential structural problems in the course of economic transformation.

At the present time, the enterprises and other activities established in the small towns during the Socialist period pass a check of their compatibility with the principles of market economy. We do not claim that all activities established in the small towns in the Socialist period are a potential problem. In many a case the localization was a success even from the present points of view. On the other hand, some problems may come to the surface in the cases of monostructural production base or at the localization of manufacturing activities that are not given corresponding conditions in terms of market principles, or in the case of generally incompetent industries or trades under the given economic conditions.

The localization of companies in the Socialist period was related to the concentration of housing facilities a great deal of which were built as typical multi-storeyed panel blocks of flats. In fact, the small towns with a high percentage of activities established during the Socialist era can be told at the very first sight - by the increased numbers of multi-storeyed housing blocks. The concentration of jobs and population related also to the concentration of social infrastructure. The field of services was underestimated in the Socialist era, however (with the exception of some social services within the systems of education and health care).

The aim of our contribution is to analyze ways used by one of small towns in a highly peripheral region to cope with the present transformation situation and to find out what role can this small town play for its hinterland. The authors chose the town of Jemnice, situated near the Moravian-Bohemian borderland, as a town with the relatively continuous historical development.

2. A brief look in the history

Jemnice is situated on the Želetavka River. The town relief is rather varied the main square altitude being 450 m. The town is situated in the most remote corner of the Třebíč district, at a distance from other large towns. The Jemnice hinterland is not too big and includes the SW part of Třebíč district, overlapping with other districts of neighbouring seats - Moravské Budějovice and Dačice which also rank with the small towns but their gravitational power is higher than that of Jemnice.

Jemnice is one of the oldest Moravian fortified towns built around the original mining settlement at the place of today's neighbourhood of Podolí on the western bank of the river (Dostál et al., 1974). A cylindrical tower of the original Roman rotunda in the local cemetery is considered the oldest existing preserved structure in Moravia. A borderland castle used to stand on the opposite headland at the turn of the 11th and 12th centuries, in whose place a royal town was founded in 1227. The crossing of trade channels near the ford across the Želetavka River can be considered a localization factor as well as deposits of gold and silver discovered later.

Jemnice experienced the greatest boom under the rule of the Luxemburg kings when it enjoyed a whole range of privileges. The town's importance did not consist only in the mining of precious metals; it also became one of centres of royal power in the SW Moravia thanks to its favourable defence position. The bearer of culture was a Franciscan monastery founded in 1455 and deserted in 1558. The mining industry ceased to exist after the town was devastated by the Hungarians in 1468. The attention of town owners declined and new owners were taking turns quickly. During the Thirty Years' War
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Fig. 2 Development of population age structure in Jemnice
the town was entirely devastated. The present town core came into existence after the fire in 1832.

Since times that can be documented by statistic data, Jemnice ranked with small Moravian towns. The period of 1670-1930 was analyzed by Láznička (1948). At that time, Jemnice was between position 80 and 90 in Moravia. In 1670, there were 127 houses in Jemnice, and their number was steadily decreasing to 74 in 1763. In the 70's of the 17th century, there were 35 settlers with fields and 22 tradesmen with houses in Jemnice. A hundred years later (in 1763), Jemnice had 99 burghers, 249 tradesmen, 30 peasants, 29 servants and 7 persons with non-productive professions such as clerks or churchmen.

Before the end of feudalism (1834), the Jemnice population included 1188 Christians and 304 Jews - altogether 381 households. Of these, 54 Christian households made their living by agriculture, 7 by trades, and 250 by the combination of both. All Jewish households made their living by trades and businesses. Podolí was the Jemnice suburb the size of which was nearly same as that of the town itself. It had 1118 inhabitants in 269 households of which 238 made their living by agriculture, 10 by trades and 17 by the combination of both. At that time, the suburb was of a genuine countryside character. The town population gradually increased to 2386 inhabitants in 1869, 2710 in 1880 and 3082 in 1910. This was the time when the population structure of nationalities (2907 Czechs, 159 Germans, 16 other) became to be of the specific importance.

The period of industrial revolution did not see any industrial enterprise of importance coming into existence and the construction of a railway from Moravské Budějovice in 1896 did not help too much either. The town kept its rural character before World War I as well as after the war. In the 20's of the 20th century, the town has a cooperative, a factory making farming machinery, whip-handles, paper goods, a coffee roasting plant, a distillery, a liquor shop, a soda water plant, two mills, two steam sawmills, two brickworks, two cement works, a brewery (founded in 1800), a saving house, a trade-
peasant small loan company, and an extension secondary polytechnical school (Kuča, 1997). The electrification of the town in 1926 and the location of a garrison in 1937 were considered certain economic stimuli.

A couple years after the War, in 1949, Jemnice lost its administrative function as a seat of the judicial district and became the most remote town in the Třebíč district. Several manufacturing facilities were established within the industrialization plan, linked up with the building of housing facilities.

The history of Jemnice is a history of the continuous solution of the objective disproportion between the remote location and the effort to build a fully functioning town as a centre of the region. We can say today that the significance of Jemnice declined after its major medieval localization factors had been exhausted: the defence function and gold extraction. Jemnice was too late to catch the growth in the period of industrial revolution and too late again to launch the development of services a century later. The loss of judicial function was just an administrative expression of the trend. At the present, the most important function of the town consists in the provision of jobs to the population of its setting, particularly in various industries. Yet, a considerable portion of agricultural activities in the economic structure of the town has been retained. In terms of services, Jemnice plays the function of a hierarchic by-stage between its rural setting and better equipped small towns of Dačice and Moravské Budějovice. The restoration of its cultural function is a subject of present efforts.

3. The demographic development and housing

In 1994, Jemnice had 4344 inhabitants of whom 23%, 57% and 20% were of pre-productive, productive and post-productive age, respectively. The population balance for 1991-1995 indicates that 374 inhabitants were born and 290 died, which represents a natural gain of 84 inhabitants, i.e. 1.6% of total population. The development differs from national figures, the reason being seen in the progressive age structure of the population. However, the balance of migration for the period is negative. There were 559 inhabitants leaving the town in this period of time, and only 521 inhabitants moving in, i.e. migration loss of 38 inhabitants. The total increase of population for the mentioned period of five years is 9 per mille. The future trend in Jemnice is expected to follow national trends: the population will gradually show slight ageing, newly born will be less, and both natural and total balance of migration will worsen.

In the 1991 census, the town of Jemnice (including Louka and Panenská) had 1438 flats in 936 houses. Of these, 918 flats (63.8%) were in privately owned houses. The historical core of the town had 243 houses with 370 flats. The model of "Socialist housing" is represented by the town district "Za lůčebnou". Between the wars, the house-building was concentrated particularly in the town district "U sokolovny". Podolí is an old suburban part of the town, more or less of a rural character. Mixed housing including new blocks of flats can be seen especially in the town district "Na větrném kopci". Other town districts fulfill mainly other functions and have only a negligible number of dwelling houses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban district</th>
<th>Houses</th>
<th>Flats</th>
<th>In private houses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historical core</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U sokolovny</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Za lůčebnou</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na větrném kopci</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podolí</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The town does not want to win a larger population. Its efforts are aimed at maintaining such a population structure that could be a guarantee to a sound functioning of its organism. A priority for this achievement in present conditions is the housing issue. Actual needs of flats grow the cause being seen in decreasing numbers of family dependents in an average household, which logically results in more flats with the same population. A very serious problem is also the loss of housing resources both due to technical reasons and due to changing flats into offices, shops and the like. Sales of communal flats helped the town to get rid of a heavy financial load normally connected with the expensive maintenance of municipal housing resources. On the other hand, the concern of new house and flat owners in the condition of their facilities was increased by this way. A problem may appear in the future with the conserved present situation: the inhabitants will age together with their flats and houses, the released flats then often becoming a subject of speculative leasing.

Within a reorganization plan, the town council of Jemnice took over 330 flats from the former House Management Enterprise, so called state flats. Of these, 140 were sold within the privatization schedule and 50 more are to be sold. The town plans to keep 140 so called municipal flats for service and social purposes. There are also 4 single-room flats for various emergencies that can be rented for max. 1 year. At the present, the realistic needs speak of some 30 flats. At the allocation of any released flat, the main criterion is the real need of the applicant. The number of uninhabited flats is very low and these flats can mostly be found in privately owned houses. The town council is not too inclined to the change of flats in private houses into recreational cottages (summer houses).

At the present economic situation with the house building nearly paralyzed the town attempts at riveting house building at least by taking its share in land investments. In addition, it is also prepared to preserve certain municipal housing resources. The need is especially ur-
4. Transformation of economy

The economic structure of Jemnice at the end of the Socialist era was as follows: Agricultural Cooperative Jemnice, established in 1958 and gradually fused with cooperatives neighbouring seats had some 2.5 thou. hectares of agricultural lands and more than 250 workers. Industrial companies such as Motorpal Jihlava (formerly Czechoslovak National Automobile Repair Shops), the clothing company Ołavon Třeboň (formerly Slavona Slavonice and originally Pánek Carpet Factory), the manufacturing cooperative Stavba (construction works) and the packaging works Balírny obchodu had nearly 400, 240, 230, 50 to 70 employees, respectively. Cancelled businesses gave rise to Communal Services of the Town of Jemnice in 1960. Apart from the garrison there was also a frontier guard regiment in the town. Schools and the educational system in general were losing importance. At the last census in 1991, which in fact reflected the situation at the end of the Socialist economic structure, the town of Jemnice (within
its today's limits, i.e. including Louka and Panenská) had 2680 economically active inhabitants of whom 630 (23.5 %) worked in agriculture, forestry and water management, and 907 (33.8 %) in industries. The remaining 42.7 % were employed in services. In the end of the Socialist era, Jemnice can be characterized as a centre of a importance for its setting, with a relatively high percentage of agricultural population and a not too strong industrial base.

At the present, the Agricultural Cooperative of Jemnice is in the process of liquidation. The former management privatized a great deal of assets and founded ZEOPS Company Limited. The number of independent peasants does reach twenty with their arable lands ranging between 15 and 20 hectares. This means that the management of these properties is most probably below the minimum tolerable efficiency. It is deduced therefore that the majority of these independent farmers work to satisfy their own consumption.

The most important industrial companies in Jemnice were transformed into corporations by means of coupon privatization. These were particularly subsidiaries of MOTORPAL Jihlava a. s. (engineering) and OTAVAN Třeboň, a. s. (clothing). The most popular company in Jemnice are tea packaging works JEMČA, a. s. (formerly Balířny obchodu Jihlava). The manufacturing cooperative STAVBA was transformed into an owner cooperative. A new electrotechnical company EG-STON, s.r.o. is a company with foreign capital (Austrian), which employs approximately 200 persons. Other establishments worth mentioning are the mechanization centre of Czech Forests Velké Meziříčí, the timber processing company TARO located in the urban part of Podolí, and several small private companies with up to ten employees, for example in building industry.

There are 550 private entrepreneurs-natural persons registered in Jemnice of whom the major part (47 %) is involved in trading, artisan trades (38 %), and services (10 %). The number of entrepreneurs amounts to 25.6 % of economically active persons. However, quantitative data on their results and success of their businesses are missing. It is obvious that the entire sphere of trade and services depends on the small entrepreneurs. The number of small and medium-size businesses changes continually. At the end of 1997, there were 26 retail facilities, 6 companies providing services to motorists, 8 workshops with locksmith's, plumber's trades and electrical installations, 7 wood-processing shops (traditional in the region), 6 restaurants, 5 repair shops of different kinds, and 3 companies providing construction services.

5. Technical infrastructure

Technical infrastructure of a corresponding standard was a subject of attention for the town council in the recent period of time. The condition of local road net-work is relatively good; 3 mil. CZK were spent to its maintenance in 1996. It is important that the whole town will be connected to telephone shortly; a new digital telephone switchboard was put into operation last year. The improvement of telecommunication services can be considered one of basic conditions for the development of businesses and it will also enable the development of advanced information technologies.

The original municipal water supply system dates back to 1529 and was functional until recently. A remote water feeder from Štítary (the Vranov Dam Lake) was finished in 1997. Some 70 % of households are connected to the sewage disposal plant. The remaining housing facilities to be connected are to be found mainly in the right bank of the Podolí town district. Up to now, there are no funds to finish the town sewage system.

The households are heated by different systems: gas, electricity, solid fuels. Gasification of the town has been made to some 60 % and the last localities to be connected include the square and the town district of Podolí. A necessary pre-condition for connecting the whole town to gas is the completion of a medium-pressure gas distribution system. Solid communal waste is not being sorted up to now and is taken to the dump at Borek near Dačice by A.S.A. Dačice.

The technical infrastructure shows a considerable improvement at present, thus reflecting both the improved housing standard in Jemnice and the improved conditions for the development of enterprise. It is necessary to accomplish the sewage disposal and gas systems and to maintain the technical infrastructure in an appropriate technical condition. A problem to be resolved soon in the connexion with the new waste law (Law No. 125/97 in force since January 1, 1998) concerns the sorting of solid communal waste and related issues.

6. Social services

Social services include schools and health care institutions, social care facilities, cultural facilities and other activities of similar character. In terms of educational institutions, Jemnice has a kindergarten, a complete basic school with about 650 pupils and a gymnasium.

The first secondary school in Jemnice was established in 1907: the Czech Provincial Forestry School became a counter-balance to a similar German school located in Hranice na Moravě. After the constitution of Czechoslovakia in 1921, the school was moved from Jemnice to Hranice, fused with the local school, and instead, Jemnice was given a school for forest wardens that was originally in Beroun. This facility was transformed into a forestry polytechnical school in 1951 and later became a forestry apprentice centre which ceased to exist in 1970. After 1990, the town originally attempted at the establishment of an integrated secon-
dary school for entrepreneurs in agriculture but the idea appeared unrealistic. The local gymnasium does not have all classes and apparently due to this reason ranks with the smallest secondary schools in the district.

A question was raised some time ago by the town council whether the local gymnasium should not be closed in connexion with savings in the field of education. The information published in daily press such as PRÁVO, 8 January 1998 indicate that the issue of existence or non-existence of the gymnasium in Jemnice has been often reduced both by the public and by mass media to a possible future commutation of local students to a secondary school in another town. Yet, the existence of such a secondary school in a small town should be rather understood as a facility which contributes to the intellectual environment of the town, increases jobs for graduated persons and last but not least is one of bearers of the social life in the town. Another factor is an improvement of complex functions of Jemnice with regard to its setting.

Health services in Jemnice are ensured by a dislocated facility of Polyclinic in Moravské Budějovice. There are 8 physicians in the town, a pharmacy and a functioning first-aid service. Special examinations are provided by the Polyclinic in Moravské Budějovice and hospital care by the hospital in Třebíč. In addition to these health services which are provided to local inhabitants and people from the hinterland, Jemnice has a complete psychiatric department dislocated here from the district hospital in Třebíč. The department is one of much discussed facilities in the town since it is specialized in the treatment of drug addictions and local citizens fear that the use of drugs might infiltrate into the town.

Cultural and educational facilities in Jemnice include a House of Children and Youth, which partially compensates for a missing basic school of arts. The town inhabitants can make use of a cultural centre, municipal library and cinema. An old people's house with 24 flats and permanent nurse attendance as well as a children home can also be considered facilities providing social services.

The social services make a very important branch in small towns. As early as today they provide a significant percentage of relatively stable jobs including positions for people with the secondary education and university graduates, which not only helps to improve the situation on the labour market, but also the social structure of the town population. The needed capacities derive to a certain extent from the anticipated demographic development which suggests that the population will age in general. This would mean that the share of preproductive age population will be decreasing in comparison with the increasing number of retired people. At the same time, the present trends bring a fast deepening of social differences that will have to be compensated by social measures. It is to be expected therefore that the existing capacities of schools will have to be reduced and there will have to be-in contrast greater needs of old people's facilities as well as of medical care facilities whose character will be permanent rather than intensive or that of classical social care.

7. Transport

Jemnice is situated off the major national highways and railways. Three roads of Class 2 cross in the town, which have further three extensions as roads of Class 3. These communications link Jemnice with neighbouring seats. The local railway connecting Jemnice with Moravské Budějovice has been existing since 1896. It should be pointed out that the technical condition of public roads in the Jemnice area is bad. And the situation with the local railway is very similar. Czech Railways Headquarters classify the railway line as non-profitable and this is why it is to be either cancelled or privatized. Two local entities are interested in the privatization of the railway line.

The frequency of motorcar traffic in Jemnice and its setting can be called a copy of national trends. This means that the road traffic becomes ever busier. However, the composition of traffic flow in Jemnice and its setting has been heavily changing to the benefit of passenger cars and light lorries of up to 3 tons carrying capacity, while the representation of heavy trucks and lorries has been decreasing similarly as that of coaches. This is considered to be the consequence of transformation processes in Czech economy after 1990 when economic subjects -especially in peripheral regions- show lower performance and some are even being closed. Another factor to condition changes in the composition of traffic flow is an ever worsening transport attendance of the area, which makes the inhabitants use their own means of transport not only to travel after services and culture, but very often also to commute for work, to visit a doctor or to do shopping. The problems deepen as the increased use of passenger cars results in losses of other means of public transport and hence in the pressure on their cancellation.

There are 16 bus lines attending Jemnice, of which only two can be considered regional or long-distance lines: Znojmo-Jemnice-Jindřichův Hradec-České Budějovice, and Dačice-Jemnice-Moravské Budějovice-Bro. The remaining bus lines ensure the connection between the rural setting and local seats of settlement, mainly with Jemnice, Moravské Budějovice and Dačice and the mutual connection of these centres.

The best traffic connection of Jemnice is that with Moravské Budějovice - a town some 20 km distant. There are 18 or 20 (the first figure being the number of lines from Jemnice to Moravské Budějovice, and the second figure in the opposite direction) lines on week days. Of these, 7 are railway line pairs. On Saturdays
and Sundays, the two centres have 9 or 8 line pairs. The second centre with a good traffic connection to Jemnice is Dačice (district of Jindřichův Hradec). There are 16 pairs of bus lines between Jemnice and Dačice on week days and 3 pairs on Saturdays and Sundays. One bus line to Jemnice is from Slavonice (4 pairs of lines on week days), and another line from Jihlava and Třešť, passes Třešť and Jemnice to Bílov.

There are as many as nearly 50 pairs of bus and railway connections ensuring the passenger transport in Jemnice on working days. However, the situation differs on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. The majority of bus lines are operated only on working days or on school days. On non-working days, the number of lines is limited to 11 pairs. On these days, you can travel from Jemnice to Dačice, Moravské Budějovice, Brno, Jihlava, Třešť, Třešť, Bílov, Třebíč, as well as to centres on the route Znojmo-Jemnice-České Budějovice. Rural villages in the nearer and farther surroundings of Jemnice are practically out of reach by the means of public transport on these days.

Should the plans of Czech Railways be implemented, which essentially concern the cancellation of all railway lines on local tracks on working days and on Saturdays, Sundays and national holidays (this applying to the traffic connection between Jemnice and Moravské Budějovice) from the date of May 24, 1998 when a new time table comes in force, the town of Jemnice with four thousand inhabitants would only have 5 and 6 pairs of lines on Saturdays and Sundays, resp. This plan also includes proposals for a reduction of some train lines on working days. (A general reduction of 4% train connections is proposed on a national scale.) This solution would mean just a further confirmation of town remoteness with all possible consequences for its future.

8. The potential of Jemnice for tourism

Regarding its today’s importance, Jemnice has an unusual number of construction monuments. Up to these days the town is circled with a double stone wall with four fortifications and two gates. In the town district Podoll we shall find the oldest church in Jemnice - the Church of James the Greater, whilst the main town church of St. Stanislaus dominates the town square. The St. Vitus’s Church is situated on the northern edge of the town; the former hospital church of St. Elisabeth in Podoll was preserved but reconstructed into a flat. The original castle was rebuilt into a highly Baroque Mansion with a natural landscape type garden of 21 hectares. The mansion is under reconstruction at the present. A cemetery was preserved of one of the oldest
Jewish communities in Moravia, while the synagogue was taken down during World War II. A medieval water supply system leading to the town from the St. Vitus's Church is protected as a monument. North of the town, there is a tomb of the Pallavicini noble family. The town core is a rectangular market place, somewhat shifted to the West and not of exactly regular shape, skirted with houses built in the classical style. An oblique line of the northern square front is again directed by the course of an old road from South Bohemia to the Znojmo district. The blocks of houses between the square and the church clearly suggest an orthogonal foundation. The original suburbs were situated in the northern direction.

The above list indicates that the town of Jemnice has a number of historical monuments attractive even in the European context, which could be a good reason for tourists to visit these places. The size and location of the town are good pre-requisites for the creation of the pleasant atmosphere of the small town with no extreme stressing factors. Relatively close to Jemnice there are other very attractive small towns of the SW Moravia with historically valuable architecture such as Telč whose historical core was enlisted with UNESCO historical monument reserves, Dačice, Slavonice, Moravské Budějovice, Jaroměřice nad Rokytnou with a Baroque castle, a Baroque castle in Vranov nad Dyji, the Bitov Castle, and the recreational area of the Vranov Dam Lake.

However, the potential is used very little. In spite of having three accommodation facilities (hotel, guesthouse and hostel), Jemnice cannot offer services which would correspond to at least a very bottom limit of European standard. The above mentioned towns still do not cooperate in order to offer their sights to tourists. Visits to places attractive in terms of their historical, cultural or natural values might well combine with the recreation at the Vranov Dam Lake. And at the present boom of cyclotourism, there are countless possibilities for marked tracks for cyclists with appropriate infrastructure. This might be one of ideas for the future province of Jihlava in the case that the mentioned attractive localities succeed in being included into one administration unit.

9. Town administration and federal life

Eight considerably distant neighbouring seats were annexed to Jemnice within the so called settlement concentration during the 70's and 80's. After 1990, the majority of them became independent again with the exception of two: Louka and Panenská. All mayors of newly separated municipalities consider the step as highly positive. Their standpoint is reasoned by the fact that although their budgets are very modest the decision-making is made by the municipality itself. Some of them admit, however, that the provision might be of a temporary character because after the revolution extempore the administration of Czech municipalities will necessarily be directed towards concentration once again.

After the neighbouring villages became independent, the situation of Jemnice seemingly improved. The newly independent municipalities are very small with very low own tax income and insufficient technical infrastructure (without sewage systems, sewage treatment plants, gas distribution system and at some places even with no public water supply system). Just to build this infrastructure is expensive and the town of Jemnice would not have funds enough for the investments. The administration of Louka and Panenská whose cadaster area does not even neighbour with that of Jemnice represents a certain economic problem for the town.

In fact, however, the fate of Jemnice is closely bound with the fate of its setting and vice versa. It is only logical that a kind of future integration is anticipated again. The question is whether the process of integration will respect the interests of the town as well as the interests of its setting. A possible basis for such an integration can be the fact that the Jemnice town council performs the function of a so called authorized bureau for 18 municipalities in the SW part of the Třebíč district. This means that it ensures technical services for them of professional standard such as the register of births, marriages and deaths and the surveyor's office with the small communities still enjoying their legal independence. Jemnice has also a branch office of revenue department and a subsidiary of Labour Exchange. This means that the town of Jemnice will most certainly keep some importance even in the new administration structure.

The position of Jemnice in the new administration structure of the Czech Republic remains a question for the nearest future. The town should be included in the future Jihlava county. However, should limits of the existing districts be retained, the town's position would again be very peripheral - on the dividing line of three counties. In our opinion, it would be logical to annex to the Jihlava county the Dačice area as well (from the county of České Budějovice) and the western part of Vranov area (from the Brno county). The integration of NW Moravia into a sole regional administration unit could very significantly contribute for example to the coordinated development of recreation and tourism. In the case that peripheral parts of Znojmo and Jindřichův Hradec districts can also be annexed to the future Jihlava county, the engagement of Jemnice as an administration centre could be even extended.

10. The area-functional structure and environment

The area-functional structure of Jemnice links up with the medieval location. The town district of Podolí on the right bank of the Želeňavka River and on the above slope is an old seat formation. The town of Jemnice itself was founded on a headland on the other river bank.
Its groundplan was adapted to the shape of the headland groundplan which was fortified from the very beginning. Most exposed to danger was the SE edge of the town, which was protected by a castle built in the middle of the 13th century. The original town of Jemnice consisted most probably of a large and slightly irregular square and several short lanes leading to town gates. A considerable portion of the square was secondarily filled with a house block. The space between the town and the castle was later filled by a Jewish quarter (probably from 1336). It is unusual that it was as late as in the 2nd half of the 14th century that the town church of St. Stanislaus came into existence. The situation of the town and its fortifications did not long allow any extension of outskirts. In contrast, the town district of Podoli on the right bank with the hospital and church of St. Elisabeth enjoyed a long-term importance. The monastery with the St. Vitus's Church were built some 500 metres to the north-east of Jemnice.

After the defence and mining functions of Jemnice declined, the castle was rebuilt into a mansion in 1578 and complemented with a generous park and two lakes. The building of Jemnice was interrupted during the Thirty Years' War and again by a huge fire in 1832. The new-age development of Jemnice was not too expressive. At the turn of 19th and 20th centuries, the uniform sight of the town was disturbed by the construction of a school in the NW corner of the town core. It was particularly Podoli that showed signs of spatial development. Only in the 20's and 30's of the 20th century, the centre of gravity of construction works was shifted to advantageous areas eastwards of the centre, where a consistently orthogonal quarter of private houses grew up between the St. Vitus's Church and the mansion park, at the final station of railway from Moravské Budějovice. The rectangular built-up area was cut across by a road to Moravské Budějovice.

The building in this area continued also at the beginning of the second half of the 20th century when a small industrial zone came into existence eastwards of the St. Vitus's Church. This was the place on the edge of which a neighbourhood of panel blocks of flats were built during the Socialist era. At other places around the town and along the main traffic veins the house-building development was much lesser. The Podoli invraillon was just refurbished with a new agricultural production facility being built in the south-western direction, however. Except for the school building, the historical core was saved from insensitive interventions and is one of the most preserved ones in SW Moravia. In 1990, the historical town core was proclaimed a municipal historical monument reserve. The individual buildings have mainly Baroque and Renaissance (exceptionally medieval) cores. The facades originate from the 19th cen-

Fig. 6 Jemnice: St. Stanislas Church. Photo A. Vaishar
tury, and many of them became a subject of insensitive modernization in the 70's of this century. Some buildings of the Jewish quarter were also preserved. Yet, the synagogue was taken down in 1942.

One of the most pressing environmental problems in Jemnice is the passing traffic, especially the busy passage from Moravské Budějovice through the housing zone and along the centre circumference to Podolí where several other branches form leading to Slavonice, Dačice and Želeřava. Important are also the issues of air pollution, noise and the danger of meeting with pedestrians. The artery to Znojmo is less busy.

Yet another problem consists in the heating of a certain percentage of households with solid fuels, namely in Podolí which is situated in a basin. In this part of the town there are some additional problems with completed technical infrastructure facilities. These issues will most probably be resolved soon by a gradual shift to other fuels and by gradual complementation with technical networks. Separation and elimination of solid communal wastes is another topical problem which relates to the Waste Law in force since the beginning of 1998.

In contrast, the mansion park and lakes represent a very pleasant and quiet zone which is situated practically right in the town centre. After the mansion has been properly refurbished, the zone may become a very attractive and cultural environment with valuable natural elements and thus a very suitable counter-balance to the urbanized historical town core in order to form together an attractive atmosphere for both town inhabitants and visitors.

11. Conclusion

Similarly as many other towns, Jemnice finds itself at a certain crossing of its further development. The question is whether it can be adapted to the conditions of market economy. Its relatively diversified economic base can be a certain advantage. On the other hand, the ever persisting remoteness from the national centres as well as the insufficiently built urban functions can be serious disadvantages.

The whole history of Jemnice reflects the disadvantages of its remoteness and the interests of subjects which were to build the motivation, maintain and develop the town. Jemnice apparently does not have any pre-requisites for the development of greater extent in terms of inhabitants, jobs etc. Yet, the town should become a place where its inhabitants can make their decent living, a place that would be capable of satisfying the requirements of its inhabitants and visitors, and a place whose reputation in general awareness would be positive.

Starting with monarchs of the Luxemburg family, Jemnice experiences its greatest boom at times when the town was supported from the centre. Since the beginning of the 90's of this century, when the processes of funds re-distribution ceased in the Czech Republic, the town inhabitant are left to themselves. In the conditions of non-existing realistic regional policy it would be a fond hope to expect any support from central resources. The inhabitants of Jemnice are therefore the greatest wealth of the town and at the same time the factor on which the town future depends.
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SLOPE MOVEMENTS IN THE FLYSCH CARPATHIANS OF EASTERN MORAVIA (VSETÍN DISTRICT), TRIGGERED BY EXTREME RAINFALLS IN 1997
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Abstract

The paper deals with slope movements triggered by extreme rainfalls in July 1997. Authors concentrated on slope failures in the district of Vsetín, eastern Moravia, in area belonging to the System of Outer Western Carpathians. The Vsetín district was one of most affected by the slope movements with so far records on more than 250 localities of activated slope failures. As to the character of slope movements, landslides seem prevailing, together with mudflows and rockfalls. The slope failures disturbed the landscape infrastructure to a considerable extent and both stabilisation and reclamation of landslide areas are going to be a matter of long-term solutions. The hitherto investigations brought new knowledge which also made it possible to take a novel view of the studied area geological structure and geomorphological development of slope relief forms.
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1. Introduction

The slope movements belong to ones of the present modelling processes in our conditions, which transform the relief with the great intensity. The slope movements result in a whole spectrum of slope failures as depending on the type of the movement (details see e.g. Nemčok - Pašek - Rybář, 1974; Nemčok, 1982; Dikau - Brunsden - Schrott - Ibsen eds. 1996; Rybář - Stemberg - Suchý, 1997). Landsliding is one of the most frequently occurring and pronounced slope movement. Activation of these gravitational movements is caused by geological and climatic conditions, relief morphology and human activities. In our conditions, the landslides arise under characteristic meteorological situations such as heavy rains, intensive snow thaw, etc. Any time prediction of these situations is rather complex, and this is why the extent and intensity of slope movements are being realized as late as at their occurrence and development of slope movements which can entirely change the relief, give rise to new landscape forms and result in considerable damages in the landscape infrastructure.

The severe rainfalls in northern and central Moravia and eastern Bohemia in July 1997, triggered slope movements recorded particularly in the flysch rocks of northern and eastern Moravia. Based on the order and in the close co-operation with Departments of environment and regional development at the District Council

Fig. 1 Position of the Vsetín District in the Czech Republic
of Vsetín we focused our geomorphological and geological investigations on this East Moravian district in which the slope movements began to develop to such an extent that peoples lives and properties were considerably jeopardised. It is possible to state that the district of Vsetín was the one most affected by slope movements. In this area, the rainfall values in the period from 5 to 8 July were extremely high. A less severe rainfall situation occurred between 18 and 20 July. For example, 380 mm and 388.5 mm were gauged respectively in the town of Valašské Meziříčí and in Rožnov pod Radhoštěm during the first four critical days. These values are as much as four times higher than the total value for July. The total July precipitation in the Valašské Meziříčí station were 497.6 mm (70 % of long-term annual average) and 549.6 mm in Rožnov pod Radhoštěm (60 % of long-term annual average). More details about the rainfall situation can be found in papers of Květoň - Směnský - Veselý (1997), basic information about the floods was published in this journal by Munzar - Ondráček - Táborská (1997). The presented paper will discuss the history and the present situation of slope movements research in the Vsetín district, describing the most distinguished examples of activated slope failures types and proposals of further solution.

2. The history of research of slope movements in the studied area

The numerous slope movements and their activation by heavy rainfalls have been known since times immemorial. In the past centuries, extreme precipitation resulted in huge slope movements with extensive losses on properties and human lives. A survey of the events in the territory of the Czech Republic can be

Fig. 2 Distribution of slope deformations in the Vsetín District
found for example in a historical catalogue of land slide phenomena was given by Špúrek et al. (1972) and in the paper by Rybář et al. (1997). It is a matter of course that the historically well documented landslide disasters are known particularly from permanently and densely inhabited areas such as Prague and its surroundings, western and northern Bohemia.

The area of Vsetín district as well as that of the entire flysch Carpathians was situated a bit aside of the densely populated areas and starting industrial activities such as railway building, which would call for a certain territorial survey. The first scientifically documented landslide in the Vsetín district, which occurred in Hoštálková in 1919, was recorded by Záruba (1922-23). It was a large-scale slide of slope talus of the Soláň Layers of 750 m in length and 200 to 350 m in width. The rate of slide movement - recorded by eye witnesses - was 710 m per hour. The land slide destroyed 6 farmer houses and a small lake came into existence at a point where the landslide front blocked the local brook.

Other slope movement localities in the Vsetín district include Lidečko (Burkhardt - Plíčka, 1967) and Oznice (Burkhardt - Lišková, 1972). In the first case, the extensive area (300 x 200 m) with blocks of sandstone of the Lužávovice Layers is situated to the north of the Hošťál River in the very central part of the Vizovická vrchovina (Highland). It is a deeply founded block slide with occurring pseudo-kaarst phenomena, particularly fissure caves. The landslide near the village of Oznice in the Hostýnské vrchy (Hills) occurred in the Újezd Layers of the Zlíns Group of layers in 1967 and was controlled by the geological structure. Its length was 450 m and width up to 200 m. An eye witness - inhabitant of the village Na pasekách - who found himself on the landslide body at the most critical time claims that the rate of slide movement was reaching the pace of normal walking. The landslide arised on a brachysynclinal closure of bedding planes of the Újezd Layers.

Actual danger from the slope movements in the Moravian Flysch Carpathians was recognised in the course of extensive building of water dams. The constructions of water reservoirs called for a geological research of unusual extent. This applies mainly to the dam on the Stanovnice Brook (a tributary of Vsetínská Bečva River from the Javorníky Mts.) at the village of Karolinka, and to the Šance Dam on the Ostravice River in the Moravian-Silesian Beskids Mts. (the Frydekk Místek District). The geophysical research and borings in the landslide area above glassworks at Karolinka where water infiltration from the Stanovnice Water Reservoir might be expected revealed an absolutely exceptional depth of the slope movements. Three huge blocks were found out and the landslide shear plane is situated deep in the bedrock, reaching up to 70 m deep in the frontal part of the landslide (e.g. Woznica, 1977; Woznica in Bláha, 1993). The landslide originated in the Vsetín Layers of the Zlín Group of layers and is controlled by layer bedding corresponding to the slope gradient. Another extensive research was made in the flooding area of the Šance Dam with several great landslides, especially in the bay on the right side - Řečice Locality (Bužková - Müller - Novosad, 1969; Fekete - Mahut - Novosad, 1970). The slides in both localities were reclaimed at considerable money costs. In the case of Karolinka, the extreme rainfalls of July 1997 resulted in a considerable increase of water table in the observation wells, any slope movements were not activated, however. In the Řečice Locality - water reservoir Šance only a low landslide activation occurred in spite of the fact that some of the slides are permanently exposed to water from the reservoir. These examples provide a good evidence of existing efficient reclaiming measures which are capable to resist to natural hazards of large extent. Nevertheless, the measures are very expensive and can be applied only in localities with the highest general jeopardy.

The basic registration of slope failures was made in the whole territory of the country in the period between 1956-1962. The list which is being permanently updated is a part of the Slope Failures Register in Geofond Prague. A number of landslides occurring in the Vsetín district were recorded at the detailed geological mapping and plotted on map scales 1:25,000 and 1:50,000 (e.g. Pesl 1990, 1991; Stráník, 1996). Complex geomorphological research of landslides was carried out only in smaller areas. For example, Obdržálová (1992) made an assessment of the distribution of 94 landslides in the Hostýnské vrchy (Hills) founding out that the total landslide area in the range of hills was 3.17 square km, i.e. 1.1 % of its area. According to Obdržálová, the main cause to the landslides were precipitation greater than 55 mm per 24 hours and the side erosion of water courses. The most endangered are slopes of SE and E orientation. The majority of slope failures in the given area were processed in more general surveys on relief development and slope processes in flysch areas (e.g. Czudek, 1997; Hádeck - Kolejka - Švehlík, 1995; Záruba - Mencí, 1969).

At studying geology and geomorphology of distinguished natural localities in the Vsetín district in 1995-1997 authors focused on investigation of gravitational movements as related to the development of pseudo-kaarst phenomena. Sizeable slope failures - mostly of block displacement type - (according to Rybář - Stemberk - Suchý 1997) originate by deep - seated creep and affect top areas of the Hostýnské vrchy (Hills), Vsetínské vrchy (Hills), Javorníky Mts. and Vizovická vrchovina (Highland). Let us mention only the most interesting localities: In the Vsetínské vrchy (Hills), the slope failures concentrate in the belt of Beloveža Group of layers with the most significant localities being Jezerné (near the village of Velké Karlovice), Kobylíská (Karolinka), and area of Vaculov-Sedlo to the north of Vsetín. At the Locality of Jezerné, extensive slope
movements resulted in blocking a local brook and a lake came into existence at the point of sealing the natural dike. In the Locality of Kobyłská, the slope movements affect both the mountain ridge and the valley slopes. Fissure caves and pseudodolines originated between partial rock blocks. The area of Vaculov-Sedlo represents the most extensive area with slope movements in the Vsetín district, total length of the landslide area along the Bystřička Brook from the village of Bošová up to the top of Hill Ptáčnice being 4 000 m and the max. width of the area over 1 200 m. In July 1997, nearly the whole area got activated to different intensities. The most important locality of the Javorníky Mts. is Hill Hradisko near Pulčín. The territory is structurally controlled (the anticline of sandstone of the Luhačovice Layers of the Magura Flysch Nappe) with numerous forms of frost weathering. There is a big rock town here with rock pillars, fissure caves, and a huge landslide of sandstone blocks 500 m in length and 250 m in width. The height of the overhanging rock wall that forms a shear plane amounts to 17-18 m. The rock wall consists of a single board of sandstone (Kirchner - Krejčí - Roupec, 1996) and was only consequently remodelled by cryogenic Pleistocene processes to acquire the character of a frost-riven cliff at the present. It means that this is an old Pleistocene landslide. The authors assume that a number of other rock walls of frost-riven cliffs originated as shear planes of extensive rock slides. No pronounced changes were observed in slope failures situated at top position after the extreme rainfalls in July 1997.

3. Slope movements activated in the studied area in July 1997

The Vsetín District is characterised by mountain and highland relief of mainly erosion and structurally - denudation nature on the Mesozoic and Tertiary complexes of flysch rocks which belong to mountain ridges of the Outer Western Carpathians (Czudek ed., 1972). In geological terms, the southern and central parts of the district belong in the Magura Flysch Belt (the White Carpathians Mts., the Vizovická vrchovina (Highland), the Javorníky Mts., the Hostýnské vrchy (Hills), the Vsetínské vrchy (Hills). The northern part of the district consist of the Outer Flysch Belt (the Moravian-Silesian Beskidy Mts., the Podbeskydská pahorkatina (Hilly land). The flysch complexes are formed by alternating layers of claystones and sandstones. These kinds of rocks are little permeable, which means that their surface zone gets water saturated quickly. The layer bedding and tectonic fracturing also cause formation of shear zones controlling slope movements. Other suitable materials for gravitational movements are loamy-stone, loamy-clay and loamy-sand sediments as well as thick unconsolidated residual mantles of weathered

Fig. 3 Accumulation part of the large debris flow in the woody area of Brodská near Karolinka village
flysch rocks. The extreme precipitations in July 1997 resulted in both new slope failures and the activation of slope movements of earlier origin. Many localities exhibited landslides of enormous destruction force, groundflows being less frequent (rockflows or mudflows), and rockfalls sporadic.

Various research organisations registered altogether over 250 localities with developing slope failures in the Vsetín District. A great number of landslides which are often quite extensive occurred in the cadastral areas of villages: Mikulůvka, Růžďka, Malá Bystřice, Bystřička, Velká Lhota as well as in the cadasters of towns of Vsetín and Valašské Meziříčí. All slope movement localities have not been recorded yet and their number is supposed to be higher. For example, Rybář et al. (1997) found a total of 120 landslides between the southern limits of town of Valašské Meziříčí and the confluence of Vsetínská Bečva R. and Bystřička R. during geological mapping on a scale of 1:10,000, of which 60% were newly activated. The landslide areas in the Vsetín District being gradually registered in the future can be estimated to be more than 500.

In the majority of cases, the slope movements were activated as early as on Monday, 7 July 1997. Our research confirming that the fastest slides occurred between 7-8 July. Less intensive movements occurred due to increased rainfalls in the period between 16-20 of July. The movements on extensive landslide areas were recorded until the Autumn 1997. The slope movements (mainly landslides) in some areas considerably damaged the landscape infrastructure. At some places, the landslides endangered and damaged peoples' homes, particularly so in the villages of Mikulůvka, Růžďka, individual weekend houses and entire recreational areas, highways and roads, local railway, the Bystřička Water Reservoir, local sources of drinking water, telephone cables, electrical supplies, high pressure gas line, forest stands, gardens, orchards and pastures. The mudflows occurred in many a case within the lower accumulation parts of landslides as a consequence of water oversaturation of clay-loam grounds (destruction affects identical to those at landslides). The rock fall put into jeopardy a children camp and recreational facilities (Kirchner - Krejčí, 1997).

Let us mention examples of slope failures that were typical and at the same time the most extensive in the Vsetín District. Rockfalls are considered very dangerous and fast slope movements. One of the cases occurred in the right lower part of the slope below the Bystřička Dam. Several sandstone blocks were released in a steep rocky section of the slope along fissures from the weathered and thin conglomerate layer, the largest 3 boulders reaching the size of 5x3 m. As early as on Sunday, 6 July 1997, a smaller sandstone

Fig. 4 Escarpment part of the large debris flow to the railway near Bystřička village. The landslide is structurally determined (a syncline). Both photos: O. Krejčí
boulder of 270x150 cm got loose due to heavy rainfalls and fell down to the valley bottom right onto a children holiday camp. According to eye witnesses the boulder was falling along the steep slope at a rate of 10-15 sec. As there was a further risk of other blocks falling, the camp was closed. There is also a recreational summer house within the reach of rockfall and it is therefore necessary to quickly stabilise the loose blocks as well as the root area.

Landslides occur in the absolute majority of the registered localities in the studied area. Due to oversaturating, mudflows and groundflows originated in lower parts of landslides. A partial type of landslides was possible to determine in smaller localities. While in larger localities the landslide types are complex with shear planes being of different shapes and occurring in different depths. We can therefore speak of the landslide area; other data on landslide types are going to be precise in detailed geological and geophysical investigations. We can often meet with large slides of slope sediments in river and brook cut-banks. The movement begins as a bank breakage and continues by either sliding or mudflow. If the movement goes along an already existing shear-plane such as the clayey layer of floodplain loams, the displacements are defined by Záruba and Mencí (1969) as bank slides. A number of these slope failures occurred on smaller water courses in the town of Valašské Meziříčí - Locality Křivé and on the Mšadlý Brook on the village of Horní Bečva. The most extensive landslide area which is partially affected by lateral fluvial erosion can be found eastwards of the village of Zubří on the steep leftbank slope of the Rožnovská Bečva River, where a moving landslide of 250x400 m in size damaged the forest stand and forest road, reaching with its accumulation part the river bed. In the case of further movements, there is a danger that the river bed would be narrowed or the water course totally blocked since the present movement of slide accumulation was min. 20 m towards the river. In the motion were also the sizeable sandstone benches in the lower part of the slope. This landslide is one of a very large fossil landslide area whose total length is about 900 m and which reaches the very upper parts of the mountain ridge, thus representing a great potential danger in the future because the river bed of Rožnovská Bečva might once get blocked.

The most extensive landslide areas where dwelling houses were put in danger are the villages of Mikulůvka and Růžďka. At least five houses in Mikulůvka were endangered by an extensive landslide. The length of the activated landslide area amounted to about 600 m, its width being 300 m. Although the movement in the landslide front was originally considerably fast (1 to 2 metres per hour), the motion was gradually stopped and the landslide calmed down. The geophysical research and drillings indicate that the phenomenon included the

Fig. 5 Damaged road in the escarpment part of the large band slide on the Dušná Hill (732 m) near Vsetín town. Photo: O. Krejčí
movement of talus (colluvial) loams and clays up to 10 m in thickness. Also the landslide area on the left valley slope in the village of Růžička amounted to 800 m in length with its width ranging between 100-200 m. The landslide damaged five farm buildings, local roads, gardens and the adjacent forest stand. The landslide that is still active and very deeply founded is most destructive in the whole Vsetín District and most probably in whole Moravia. In it, a 20 m thick layer of sandstones of the Beloveža Group of layers forces outward the underlying bedrock claystones. The accumulation part of the landslide reaches the thickness of up to 30 m. The landslide front is situated right in the housing zone and its extremely destructive affect results from the structurally conditioned constriction of the landslide body.

Two large landslides broke the railway between the town of Vlašské Meziříčí and Vsetín near the village of Byštíčka on Monday, 7 July. The accumulation front of one of them directly hit the railway track embankment, damaged rails, with the electrical mains trolley wires being taken down by falling trees. The second flow landslide did not reach as far as the railway track, but the huge rock mass in motion partially leaned against a little sandstone ridge that was slowly displaced towards the rails and caused their heavy deformation. This landslide was structurally geologically controlled (movement of syncline core of the Rusava Layers). Lower parts of both landslides experienced a severe water oversaturation of accumulated materials and origination of earth and mud flows with tiny runoffless depression. The movement of these flows down the steep slope heavily damaged the forest stand and raised a chaotic tangle of broken spruce trees in the accumulation part, thus forming an impervious barrier. The reclamation of the railway track will however require extensive technical works since the landslide front forces the lower part of the slope together with the railway track into the river bed of Vsetínská Bečva River.

The landslides affected to a certain extent also the banks and adjacent slopes of the Byštíčka Water Reservoir where large landslides originated on the slopes, whose final accumulation parts of mostly mud and earth flow character reached as far as the reservoir and put out of operation roads around the dam lake for a certain period of time. The leftbank road of Byštíčka dam where entirely blocked by the huge landslide that ended in the lake together with he forest stand. On the right bank of the dam lake, near the restaurant U Bušů at village of Malá Byštice, 4 large flow-type slides (max. length up to 250 m) covered the road body with accumulation tongues of muddy soil with broken tree stems. The fine-grained material partly contaminated the water reservoir.

A landslide area with highly destructive effects in the landscape occurs in the valley of Brodská Brook in the village of Nový Hrozenkov where a structurally controlled flow-type slide originated of about 450 m in length and some 80 m in width. The slip blocked a forest road and destroyed a large grown-up forest its impressive root area which is structurally geologically controlled amounting to the height of 6-15 m. Flysch sediments got into motion along the bedding planes and fissure up to the distance of at least 100 m. The accumulation part of the landslide is long about 100 m and its height is nearly 10 m. The lower part of the slip reached the brook bottom where it further proceeded along the stream bed some 150 m. The landslide resulted in the extensive damage to forest stands whose reclamation is practically unrealistic from the viewpoint of area size and technical demanding.

The most extensive activated landslide area in the Flysch Carpathians in Moravia at the present can be found in the valley of Byštíčka Brook, locality Vaculov-Sedlo (see chapter 2). Length of the landslide area is 4 km, width 1.2 km. There are various types of slope failures which affect both colluvial (slope) sediments and bedrock. Thick landslide accumulations alternate with water logged depressions (existence of a small lake). The open parent rock links up with fissure caves and pseudokarst dolines. Many lonely houses and special-purpose roads were damaged and particular losses were seen on the soil cover in meadows, pastures and forests. The sizeable blocks of bedrock proceed into the streambed of Byštíčka Brook and the name-less brook, which are gradually being blocked. Possibilities of protection in such an extensive landslide area are limited.

4. The solution to reclaim landslide losses

Research works in the landslide areas are organised and funded by the Department of Rock Environment Protection, CR Ministry of Environment. The first stage of research works in the Czech Republic consumed as much as 20 mil. CZK. These were, however, only finance spent on the research works with no road or railway constructions included. Research works and initial rescue measures concerning the damaged road and railway sections required a multiplied sum. Basic reconnaissance in the field as well as expert assessments of all research projects and final reports are made by Czech Geological Institutes in Prague and Brno.

For the purpose of research the landslides were classified in three categories: Category III includes active landslides with damage to permanently inhabited houses, communications, large lands, etc. The mere classification in this category establishes the right for drawing funds from the CR Ministry of Environment allocated to the research and consequent rescue of the area. In the Vsetín district, there were 74 landslides registered in Category III (altogether 80 incl. broken main roads and railway tracks); 70 were recorded in the other territory of the Czech Republic. Some localities still
keep records on up to 6 separate partial landslides. Only 15 landslides of Category III were registered outside the sediments of the flysch belt of Western Carpathians, the fact indicating an extraordinary predisposition of flysch sediments to the occurrence of dangerous geodynamic phenomena. There were more than 30 demolition actions issued for individual houses located in the landslide areas. It is obvious that the majority of landslide areas with the damage of lesser extent but with small farms, summer houses, less busy local roads, fruit trees, fields and forests will be not rescued in the near future at all. The total number of landslides in all categories, activated in the Vsetín District - as documented to the date of April 1998 - amounts to over 250.

The research works themselves were split into two stages and are still carried out by specialist firms. Stage 1 included detailed mapping of landslide areas (scales 1:2,000 and 1:10,000) and registration of all partial landslide elements. Detailed descriptions were made of the origination and course of the phenomenon, geological and hydrogeological situations found and damaged objects recorded. The registration card of Geofond Prague was filled and photographic documentation supplied. In the end, a proposal for further research or simple and technically less demanding reclamation measures was worked out.

The complementary research differs as related to individual localities and their topical situations the basic method being the geodetic alignment of the landslide and monitoring of its movements. Inclinator measures in bores are normally made in larger landslides with drilling works in the most extensive landslide areas reaching into the depth of up to 40 m (Růždka). The bores further serve to the calibration of geophysical methods and the most commonly used complex of these methods is as follows: georadar with depth engagement of 50 to 80 m, shallow refraction seismics, vertical electrical scanning (VES) and dipole electromagnetic profiling (DEMP). The complementary research is always accompanied by a geotechnical assessment of the locality and a proposal of rescue measures which are normally quite costly works ranging between 1 to 60 mil. CZK (landslides above the railway track near the village of Bystřička) or even more expensive works (the village of Růždka). Alternative solutions will come into consideration in the most extensive landslides with rescue works costs over ten million CZK. The alternative solution should consist of an assessment of necessary changes in the area plans of affected villages, prospects of their future habitability, displacements of engineering networks and roads. Another possibility comes in view to leave the extensive landslide areas entirely to their own natural evolution or to convert the affected meadows and pastures into a forest land and to technically stabilise only the landslide areas which represent a real jeopardy to peoples homes and important infrastructural landscape elements.

5. CONCLUSION

The activity of slope movements (mainly landslides) in the Vsetín District is given by the geological control as well as by the character of relief in this Carpathian part of Moravia. The impact of area by landsliding is of the character of small natural hazards. The main impulse were heavy rainfalls in July 1997. To stabilise the slope movements and recover the losses will take a long time. However, each landslide locality has its own specific features which apart from the natural prerequisites also include factors caused by human activities. A number of buildings were erected on old landslide terrains and often it was inadequate house extensions that loaded the landslide area. In other cases, one-sided incisions relieved the slope foot and resulted in landslides. Other causes of slope movement activation in the past are considered to be human activities resulting in the increased surface runoff into critical points such as insensitive deforestation, liquidation of anti-erosion measures on agricultural land and - in contrast - insufficient maintenance of forest reclamation rills draining water off the landslide areas. And it was also some ground formations at road construction works such as one-sided deep undercuts or embankments, or furrows made for telephone cables - improperly situated in the landsliding areas and affecting the landslide movement activity.

The registration of landslides will be finished in 1998. The extensive landslide localities will be studied in details in order to bring into life rescue measures that would correspond with the extent of damaged houses and landscape losses. After the analysis of all available records from the landslide areas, district area maps on a scale of 1:25,000 are going to be set up with marked areas of the possible occurrence of landslide phenomena. The areas will be classified in categories by the degree of landslide danger and intensity of its occurrence. In terms of the future development of geology as a science, the achieved results are expected to enable a certain adjustment of present geological maps in some cases as well as to change conceptions of building some geological units in the studied area. From the viewpoint of further development of geomorphological knowledge, the research of activated slope movements and their ways of manifestation in the present relief resulted in our statement that the significance of slope failures at the solution of slope development in mountain ridges of the Carpathian Flysch Belt in Pleistocene and Holocene was underestimated. The slope movements are supposed to have played an important role at the development of some relief formations such as slope inclines, structural ridges or rock cliffs where a modelling role of cryogenic weathering processes used to be preferred some time ago.
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GREGOR MENDEL AND THE TORNADO IN BRNO ON 13th OCTOBER, 1870
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Abstract

The occurrence of tornadoes and/or spouts was discussed in connexion with the study of dangerous weather phenomena in the territory of the Czech Republic. The historico-geographical investigations succeeded in providing evidence to over 30 cases of tornadoes of various intensities in the period from the 12th century up to the present times. One of the most detailed descriptions of the incidence of this destructive atmospheric whirl is the article on the tornado that occurred in Brno on 13th October 1870. The article was written in German [orig. Windhose] by an eye witness: the founder of genetics and meteorologist Gregor Mendel (1822-1884). The paper aims at a closer information about important sections of this significant but nearly forgotten contribution. Mendel's essay includes both a colourful description of the course and losses, and an original physical analysis of the phenomenon. This tornado was most probably the first one in Europe with the evidenced documentation of its funnel column rotation. On the top of this, it was a rarely occurring clock-wise rotation, i.e. the so called anticyclonal tornado.

Shrnutí
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1. Introduction

It is only recently that J. T. Snow and A. L. Wyatt (1997) summarized on the pages of magazine Weather the present knowledge about tornadoes, their worldwide occurrence and categorization including equivalent names for this destructive atmospheric whirl in 15 languages. Although the strong and violent tornadoes occur most frequently on the Great Plains of North America, they are in fact an international phenomenon. Therefore the American authors aimed at the territories outside of the contiguous U.S.A.

In Europe, the tornadoes are best documented in Great Britain thanks to systematic research since the 70s (Meaden, 1976). The authors summarize the data on their occurrence in Baltics, France and in the territory of the former Soviet Union. The occurrence of tornadoes in Italy is acknowledged but with no quantitative data. As the area of Central Europe, i.e. territories of Germany, Austria and Czech Republic are not mentioned in this work, it might seemingly indicate that the dangerous meteorological phenomenon does not occur here.

In the case of Germany and Austria, the erroneous impression could have been caused by paying not enough attention to the literature on tornadoes in German language. The most circumstantial German publication dealing with the issue still remains a monograph by A. Wegener (1917). Austria has a self-contained catalogue for the period between 1910-1971 issued recently (Pühringer, 1973).

There is no wonder in the case of the Czech Republic that tornadoes are not much known in this territory since the first national handbook of meteorology which mentions their occurrence originates from the 80s of this century (Munzar et al., 1989). The first comprehensive article on the topic was published three years ago within a project of studying natural hazards in the Czech Republic (Munzar, 1995).

Of more than 30 so far documented cases of tornadoes or wind-spouts occurring in the Czech Republic, the one best described thanks to Gregor Mendel as an eye witness occurred in Brno on 13th October 1870 (Fig. 1).
It is assumed that Mendel became closer acquainted with the meteorological issues in 1850, three years after having been admitted to holy orders, when he registered as a 28-year-old supply-teacher at a gymnasium in Znojmo for teachers' examinations at the University of Vienna to acquire qualifications for teaching natural science and physics. His home written work in physics was given a following theme: To show mechanical and chemical properties of atmospheric air and to explain the origin of winds from them (Munzar, 1971).

It is not much known that as early as in 1863, i.e. three years before the publication of his famous work about experiments with cross-breeding of peas, this scientist from Brno described the heat island of the town of Brno with the correct explanation of its causes on the basis of his own measurements. In this context he also mentions the "town smoke-fog" ["Rauchnebel" in German original - note by J. M.]. The today common term of "smog" was first used as late as in 1905 (Munzar, 1994).

The most important one of the meteorological publications signed by Mendel in his full name seems to be a study about the tornado in Brno on 13th October 1870, written in German language [at this time, he had been performing the function of the abbot in the Augustinian monastery of Staré Brno already for several years]. The Brno public was informed about his observations, other acquired knowledge and conclusions at the workshop of the Association of Natural Scientists in Brno hardly a month later, on 9th November 1870. His lecture was then published in German language at the beginning of the next year (Mendel, 1871).

2. Mendel - meteorologist

The name of the great natural scientist Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) who lived and worked in Brno is justly connected with his genetic discoveries that secured for him a permanent place in the history of science after his death. Some of his other activities, especially those in the field of meteorology, have been wrongfully neglected. Mendel's genuine interest in the scientific discipline was most probably based on his awareness of weather and its importance for the growth of plants.

Mendel was a foundation member of the Austrian Meteorological Society in 1865. When the Association of Natural Scientists in Brno set forth a proposal for the establishment - de facto restoration - of the University in Moravia in 1870, he is mentioned as a meteorologist in the enclosed petition. He contributed to the development of the discipline as a careful observer at the Brno station within a network of the C.k. Central Institute for Meteorology and Earth Magnetism in Vienna, as an organizer and editor of meteorological observations in Moravia and as a propagator of scientific progress in meteorology. In the list of his 13 signed publications, nine are devoted to the meteorological topics.

3. The "infernal symphony" over the monastery of Staré Brno

"On the 13th of previous month we had an opportunity to observe a very rare phenomenon of tornado [orig. Windhose or Trombe] in Brno and were given evidence at the same time of losses that the malicious meteor can cause. The more impressive the stormy drama appears from a certain distance, the more dangerous and unpleasant it is for all those who experienced an immediate contact with it. The latter statement can be confirmed by my own experience because the tornado of 13th October blew over my flat in the monasticry prelature at Staré Brno, and I can thank to a lucky coincidence to have paid for the meeting with only a dismay."

writes Mendel in the introduction to his study (Fig. 2) and continues as follows:

"It happened on the mentioned day a couple of minutes before 2.00 PM when the sky suddenly darkened and only a dim twilight remained. At the same time, the monastery building shook heavily and began to tremble in such a way that the doors closed by handles got wide open, heavy furniture was displaced and the plaster from ceilings and walls was falling down at some
Die Windhose vom 13. October 1870

Gregor Mendel,


(Sonderabdruck aus dem 18. Bande der Verhandlungen des naturforschenden Vereines.)


Es war an dem genannten Tage einiger Minuten vor 2 Uhr Nachmittags, als plötzlich die Luft so sehr verdunkelt wurde, dass nur ein mattes Dämmerlicht übrig blieb. Gleichzeitig wurde das Gebäude in allen Theilen heftig erschüttert und in Schwängen versetzt, so dass eingekühlte Türäre aufsprangen, schwere Einrichtungsstücke verschoben wurden und der Anwurf stellenweise von Decken und Wänden fiel. Dazu gesellte sich ein ganz unbeschreibliches Getöse, eine wahre infernale Symphonie, begleitet von dem Gekritter der Fenster Scheiben, dem Gepolter von Dachziegeln und Schieferplatten, welche durch die zerschmetterten Fenster zum 'Krilo bis an die gegenüberliegenden Zimmerwände geschleudert wurden.

In solcher Weise überrumpelt und belästigt, konnte auch der Mut der Gäste eines peinlichen Eindruckes sich nicht erwehren. Zum Glück war das Höllenpektakel nach wenigen Augenblicken zu Ende. Ich schätzte die Dauer auf 4 oder höchstens 5 Sekunden, und bemerke dabei, dass die Windhose, wie es sich nachträglich herausstellte, in ihrer grössten

Fig. 2 The front page of Mendel's essay about the tornado in Brno on 13th October 1870

lowest part of the phenomenon was soon hidden from me by St. Peter's Cathedral ..." (Mendel 1871).

In spite of the fact that Mendel's essay does not include a single illustration, the description of the phenomenon is so colourful that it is possible to make a good picture of the tornado as well as of the losses:

"The losses caused by the tornado [Trombe] are very considerable ... A belt of some 3 Klafter [approx. 6 m] in width exhibited the most severe impact and clearly shows the tornado trail. Loose objects laying on the ground within the belt were shot up by an irresistible force in the direction of rotation tangents. This explains the considerable losses on windows ...

There were 1300 broken window panes only in the monastearly church of Stari Brno, an approximately same amount being broken in the monastery building. The effects of this aerial mitrailleur were really crushing. In the mentioned belt of six meters stretching over my flat, not a single roofing tile remained at its place, all battens were taken down and away with some damage even on the truss. The upper part of a chimney, 9 feet [about 3 meters] in length and many centers [several hundred kilograms] of weight was torn away, rotated in the height and was thrown down again in a certain distance. Empty barrels, logs, planks etc. were flying in the air as straws ...

4. Estimated parameters of the tornado in Brno

More than a half of the eighteen-page essay is devoted not only to a precise description of the tornado, an entirely exceptional phenomenon in this region of Central Europe. Based on his own observations as well as on the information of other eye witnesses, Mendel carried out a strictly logical reconstruction of the course of this atmospheric whirl and estimated its parameters as follows:

"The sky was mostly covered with clouds of light grey colour, particularly so its westward section. The light background was in a sharp contrast with a huge tornado funnel column. The trunk consisted of two enormous cones of which the upper one was pointing its tip
downwards while seeming as if hanging on an isolated cumuliform cloud of not large size, on which it was possible to observe a great disturbance showing in the form of intense waveling to and fro. The lower cone has its base on the ground and was raising vertically up in such a way that the blunt tips of both cones were connected.

The upper cone, similarly as the clouds surrounding its base was of a very dark to black colour, resembling a smoke trail as we can see it sometimes rising from the chimneys of our factories at the entirely calm and moist atmosphere, which shows a regular widening pattern with the increasing height. The lower cone had a grey-brown colour which gradually darkened towards the bottom. It was possible to observe clearly the rotation of the column around its vertical axis.

Also, it was possible to see regular ignitions of the cloud forming the base of the upper cone with electric light in short intervals. A gymnasmium student claimed to have seen a flash of lightning running down from the upper cone into the lower one with the accompanying thunder. The two phenomena escaped my observations...

The determination of the vertical extent of a tornado is not an easy task since the angle estimates were very vague. It can be stated only very approximately that the lower cone height was some 120 Klafter [230 m] and the height of the upper cone was some 160 Klafter [300 m]. No less difficult was the estimate of diameters of cone bases because the lower base could not be clearly visible due to the great amount of dust that was shot into the height of some 5-6 Klafter [approx. 10 m], and the base of the upper cone was covered by the impetuously moving cloud in a similar way. The lower cone diameter could have been 6-8 Klafter [11 to 15 m] at its base, and the diameter of the upper cone base could have been larger by approximately a half..." assumes Mendel.

Length and width of the trail

"Towards the West of Brno, the demonstrable losses corresponding to a real tornado can first be found on the slopes of the hills between Pisárky and Kamenny mlýn near the Svatka River. From here its trail can be traced across the river and the mill-race towards the vineyards on the southern slope of the Žlutý kopec (Hill). When the tornado reached up to its very top, it dashed through the gardens above the Hlinky Street from where it broke onto the monastery building having passed across the brewery of Staré Brno (Figs. 3 and 4). The registered losses indicate that the tornado originated closely before its entering the town and ceased again soon after leaving it after an approxi-

![Fig. 3 The church and monastery of Staré Brno in the 19th century](image-url)
mately 1 mile travel [apparently the Austrian post mile, i.e. 7.5 km] ... 

The width of the tornado trail can be quite well estimated by the losses. It is interesting that the width - or in other words the proper diameter of the tornado - was gradually increasing. Some 50 Klafter [about 100 m] from the mill-race at Pisárky the tornado left its first traces from which its width can easily be told because it proceeded forward across the avenues which skirt the both banks of the river [Svratka]. Its average width at this place was about 90 Klafter [170 m]. However, near the monastery of Staré Brno the average width amounted to over 100 Klafter [190-200 m] and yet further increased up to 110-115 Klafter [210-220 m] at the railway station ... The above mentioned belt of 3 Klafter [the 6 meter broad strip above Mendel’s flat] was situated exactly in the middle of the trail.*

Course speed and rotations

"The speed of the tornado course over the monastery building can be given an approximate estimate. As its average at this place was about 100 Klafter and the duration estimated at 4 to 5 seconds it follows that the tornado was progressing at a speed of about 20-25 Klafter per second, i.e. 18 to 22 miles per hour [40 to 45 m per sec or 135 to 170 km per hour], i.e. at a speed that was nearly three times greater than the speed of our railways and equal to the speed of our most violent windstorms ..."

I am missing a reliable guideline to determine the tornado rotations. It is for sure, however, that they were not too great in its visible part since it was evident that the objects shot up into the lower cone got out in very elongated spirals. This could be seen very clearly from the alternating light and dark masses of dust which were pulled up to its very top. In the comparison with the edge, the rotations must have been very high, however, since the objects that were lifted into the height by this whirl were flung away by a great force. Taking into account the circumstance I assume that the tornado rotations were lower than the speed of the tornado course, my estimate being some 10 to 14 Klafter [per second = 20 to 27 m per sec] for its marginal parts."

Sense of rotation - an exception from the meteorological law?

"In contrast, the sense of rotation of the tromba can be determined with certainty. The tromba rotated in the same sense as is the movement of an arm in the clock put down, ie from the East over the South to the West. This means that our tornado made an exception from the rule that was set up by the meteorology of the New

Fig. 4 The Staré Brno Augustinian monastery today. At the background, the brewery chimney on the left and in the middle the Žlutý kopac (Hill) whose southern slopes together with the monastery were passed by the tornado 130 years ago. Mendel viewed the tornado moving away from the first floor of the building, most probably from the second window from the right.
Age for the rotation of the atmospheric whirls on the northern hemisphere according to which the rotation should always occur in an opposite direction to the clock-wise sense as it is observed in the case of hurricanes and typhoons.

I consider any mistake for hardly possible. When I first could see the tornado at a distance of some 150 Klafters [280 m], the sense of rotation could be distinguished easily and precisely...

All possible objects from the SSE, SE and ESE were thrown into the windows of my flat facing the East, one roofing tile having even flown over my desk through the opened doors into the neighbouring northern room. As the thrown objects all flew through the double window glazing, it was easy to tell the direction from where they arrived from the position of holes broken in the outer and inner window panes. Any local disturbance [deviation] in the throw direction can hardly be assumed because there is a free space in front of my windows of 37 Klafters [70 m] in width. According to the set up law of rotation [of the tornado] the throw had to arrive from the NNE, NE and ENE.

Another, and as I believe a very important evidence of our tornado having broken the law of rotation consists in the fact that its northern half was much more harmful and dangerous than the southern half. This means that the forward progressing and rotating motions on the northern end must have occurred in the identical sense so that their effects were summed up whilst an exact opposite occurred on the southern end. The fact can be evidenced along the whole trail of the tornado even today [9th November 1870] ...

It is possible to assume from the circumstance that the trees fallen on the southern end were also facing the East with their crowns that the speed of the tornado course was considerably higher than the speed of its rotation which was exceeded by approximately one degree of wind force [apparently by 1 degree Beaufort]. The southern end exhibited opposite effects of the two forces. Yet, the surplus of intensity that remained to the forward progressing motion after paralyzing [suppressing] the rotating motion was still great enough to uproot trees which had resisted numerous windstorms in the past.*

5. Mendel's knowledge in the time context

In the second part of his essay Mendel made an analysis of the course of weather on that critical day and explained the circumstances of the origin of this atmospheric whirl that had identical properties as the tornadoes of Northern America. The fact that it was a clash of two air flows of different directions and features was corroborated both by his own observations of the different directions of cloud flows at various heights above the ground, and additionally by a comparison of data on the direction and speed of the wind on meteorological stations in Prague, Vienna and Krakow - these were acquired by him within hardly 4 weeks.

The natural scientist from Brno assumed that the phenomenon was a manifestation of a deviated equatorial [rather tropical] flux that exceptionally reached as far as Central Europe by moving over the air matter in the lower atmosphere layers [which certainly cannot be agreed with today]. The local influences finally contributed to the labile stratification of the atmosphere, which was manifested both by typical optical and acoustic signs of the thunderstorm and by the mild shower and hailstorm. The end of the essay discusses in details electrical phenomena at the condensation of water vapours as a precondition of storm phenomena related to the inception of the tornado.

In his article Mendel referred to several names (Dellmann and Palmiere, Whitfield, Ambscbeil) which shows his routine and competence in the contemporary meteorological and physical literature. The careful monitoring of the progress of the time even in other aspects can be documented by his mentioning the mitralissee, a predecessor of the machine-gun, invented in France in 1867, i.e. some three years before the observation of the tornado. It is improbable that Mendel could really hear its "machine-gun" shooting. It is much more probable that he read about the new weapon in the press of the time, comparing readily his impressions from the rattle of falling roof tiles and broken window panes to the sound of the weapon just thanks to his good imaginative powers.

Interesting are also other small details of this Mendel's essay. They give evidence both for varefulness and rational attitude of the author, and for his dry humour. The latter can be learnt from the section devoted to news of eye witnesses about the whirlwind or from the "airy" conclusion of the whole article. He pointed out of the received witnesses what attracted his attention by more than naive conception and description: his lady reported together with a small company on the vintage in the vicinity of the monastery took the fiery coloured column reaching high into the clouds first for the smoke of a forest fire. However, when the smoke column was moving on towards the vineyards with the ever more alarming roar, they believed that it was the devil himself who came to disclose his identity to them [in original expressed indirectly as Feared - Gefruchtete]. In the end of the story told by this lady witness he made a regardful remark that the people had never any chance to deal with physical or meteorological studies.

The tornado in Brno and tornadoes in Europe

Gregor Mendel ends his article with the following words: "This is the end of the essay about our danger-
ous guest of 13th October. Having exhausted a number of speculations about this guest, we nevertheless have to admit in the end that with our will at our best we have not got farther than to an airy hypothesis which has been built from the airy material and on a very airy foundation." (Mendel, 1871).

He was too modest, however, since there are no doubts today about his work ranking with the best ones written to the issue of these atmospheric whirls until 1870. Mendel was apparently ahead his times even in meteorology, not only within the then Austria-Hungary. Because the essay was published in the provincial magazine of the Brno Association, it could not find its way into the contemporary meteorological or geographical literature. Unlike his famous work on plant hybrids, however, this essay remained unknown to these disciplines practically until today (even after its re-publication in the same magazine in Brno in 1911, when Mendel had already been "discovered" as a genetic and a monument for him was erected in Brno).

Theodor Reye, professor of natural sciences at the University of Strassbourg, did not mentioned the article of the the scientist from Brno in his monograph about the atmospheric whirls including tornadoes from 1872 although theoretically he could have made it before the deadline. A much more interesting is the fact that Reye (1872) did not even mention a single one of four authorities referred to by Mendel in his essay.

A much later published monograph about tornadoes in Europe, issued by the German geophysicist and meteorologist Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) toward the end of World War I also did not mention the comprehensive study of the great natural scientist from Brno in spite of the fact that its part was a catalogue of 258 stronger or weaker tornadoes and/or spouts observed in Europe so far (Wegener, 1917). And the Mendelian tornado could have found a decent place in this prominent companion:

1) The tornado trail was found only in 15 % of the cases in Wegener's catalogue, with only seven of them having the trace longer than 7 km. The trace in Brno was about 7.5 km long.

2) The speed was estimated in hardly 12 % of tornadoes, of which only 15 cases dated back before 1870. Of these, the tornado in Uppsala from 1st December 1887 had a record speed of 86.4 km per hour. Yet, seventeen years before this record the tornado in Brno was nearly twice as fast as it was moving across the town at a speed that was estimated to 135-170 km per hour.

3) The speed of the wind in the atmospheric whirl itself was estimated for a single case before 1870: over 110 km per hour in the tornado from the southern outskirts of Paris in 1839. The "Brno" tornado had the wind speed - more precisely the speed of rotation - somewhat lower, between 70 and 100 km per hour.

4) The sense of funnel column rotation around its axis was determined in only about a tenth of registered tornadoes until 1917 and it was only a single one before the article of the scientist from Brno was published. This was the case of the tornado recorded in the area of the Mediterranean Sea on 20th August 1855, in which, however, a much more frequent cyclonic rotation was observed, i.e. the anti-clockwise rotation. The report on its occurrence was published as late as in 1895, which makes Mendel in fact the first one in Europe to publicize the valuable information about the sense of rotation of these atmospheric whirls. By a mere co-incidence his rotation was anticyclonic, which he considered to be the "exception from the law". (Today we know that the law does not apply for the atmospheric whirls of small sizes - see Fujita (1977), Pühringer (1971)). According to Wegener (1917) the first occurrence of anticyclonic rotation in Europe was described in the tornado on the Geneva Lake in 1887, i.e. 17 years after the tornado in Brno.

6. Conclusion

If we summarize the hitherto knowledge it comes up that there are many reasons for which the tornado in Brno from 13th October 1870 can be considered a very rare weather phenomenon. The tornado was special by not only the fact that it occurred in this part of Central Europe, but also by the fact that it was recorded here in the latest autumn and no other records on later in the year occurring tornadoes are available today. (It is interesting that according to Lamb (1964) a tornado occurred in the same month and year - 19th October 1870 - in southern England.) Also, the tornado from Brno was unusual in terms of its shape resembling the hour-glass (which originated from the known funnel coming out from the base of the mother thundercloud-Cumulonimbus and from the whirling dust that set off the usually invisible lower part of this small atmospheric whirl.) Finally, the tornado observed by Mendel was exceptional by the anticyclonic (clock-wise) rotation of its air particles.

God knows what would have been the response to the essay by Gregor Mendel should it not have been published in the provincial magazine but in the first specialized magazine for the German speaking area "Zeitschrift der Österreichischen Gesellschaft für Meteorologie", issued in Vienna since 1866. (At the time, the "Zeitschrift" informed about the tornado in Brno by merely reprinting two short news from the Brno newspaper "Brünnner Zeitung", and "Mährischer Correspondent" under a common name of "Windhose in Brühn am 13. Oktober" (1870). It is well possible that its author would have also got into the monographs of this discipline.

It is quite surprising for our present time what interesting conclusions Mendel arrived at nearly 130 years ago mainly just through his logical thinking when it is still difficult sometimes for Czech experts from the end of
the 20th century to bring evidence to the occurrence of tornadoes or spouts of various intensities even with the advanced meteorological technique (Šálek, 1994; Setvák et al., 1996). Yet, the famous natural scientist from Brno had an invaluable advantage of being an eye witness.

What is there to be added? As to the causes of the rise of the described tornado in the given region and time of the year from the viewpoint of the present knowledge it is possible to make a statement with nearly a hundred per cent certainty according to Kakos (1998) and taking into account the observations in Prague-Klementinum from 12th to 14th October 1870, that the phenomenon was related to the transition of a rapidly moving cold front from the western quadrant. This we can claim in spite of the fact that the synoptic maps for every day were available in the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy as late as from 1st January 1877 and the atmospheric fronts first appeared in the weather maps only after World War I thanks to the Norwegian meteorological school (Munzar, 1989).

From 12th to 13th October 1870, a pronounced warm spell was recorded with the average daily air temperature increasing from 7.0 degree Celsius up to 13.7 degree Celsius and the maximum temperature reached nearly 17 degree Celsius during the day. It was apparently the warm air that for some time broke through into Bohemia and Moravia at the rapid pressure decrease from 742.6 torr down to 731.5 torr and the change in the wind direction from NW to W. After a cold front passed over Prague and later over Brno the weather got colder again with the average air temperature and maximum temperature decreased by 4.6 and 4.1 degree Celsius, respectively on 14th October. The pressure went soon up again to 740.0 torr and the wind changed its direction toward NW, which most probably indicated a rapid passage of a cold front on which storms accompanied by a rare phenomenon - tornado were generated due to the atmosphere labilization in the afternoon hours.
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Danube Pollution Reduction Programme

Antonín Vaishar

The Danube Programme launched its activities in 1991. It is steered by its execution committee (Task Force) and up to now includes 11 countries of the Danube catchment area with the exception of Yugoslavia and Bosnia with Herzegovina. The Agreement on Cooperation at Protection and Sustainable Use of Danube was signed in Sophia, Bulgaria in 1994 and ratified so far by six of necessary nine member countries. Before the desired cooperation reaches its contractual extent, a so called Interim International Commission was appointed to operate, whose Secretariat is in Vienna, Austria.

A strategic action plan for the Danube catchment area (Danube SAP) was adopted by ministers of environment from countries of the Danube Basin and the responsible representative of the EU Committee for Environment in Bucharest in December 1994. The SAP was worked out by a group of chosen experts with participating international financial institutions, and its approval was preceded by two rounds of meetings with representatives of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), industrial companies, utilities, governmental authorities, local administration and self-governments.

The SAP was made by experts in 1992-1996 its main objectives being as follows:

- to reduce the unfavourable impacts in the Danube catchment area as related to aquatic ecosystems and to the Black Sea
- to preserve and improve availability and quality of water in the Danube catchment area
- to provide the control of accidental noxious leakages
- to develop international cooperation in water management.

The ongoing works on the international analysis of water management conditions in the Black Sea confirmed that the major source of pollution to the Black Sea is the Danube River with bringing over 80 % of all nutrients in it. This represented for example more than 300 thousand MT nitrogen and 40 thousand MT phosphorus in 1990. The load shows in intensive eutrophication effects and a direct impact on economies of Black Sea coast countries. The Danube ecosystems have a great economic, social and environmental value themselves. The main stream is 2 857 km long its catchment area being 817 000 square km and the population about 85 million. The flow at the point of Danube entering the delta fluctuates between 1 610 and 15 540 m$^3$ sec$^{-1}$. The catchment area includes following countries: Hungary (full size), Romania, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia and Slovakia (great portion), Bulgaria, Germany, Czech Republic, Moldavia, Ukraine, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Yugoslavia (small portion). In the Czech Republic, the Danube catchment area is represented mainly by the Morava River catchment which takes a greater part of Moravian territory with only some exceptions of which the most important one is the Vlárka River.

A follow-up to the former activities is the programme GEF/UNDP Danube Pollution Reduction Programme. The Global Environmental Fund is a UN body. The project costs will amount to 7.5 mil. US dollars of which the GEF will cover 3.9 mil. while other expenses are going to be settled from PHARE and TACIS funds. It is also expected that the member countries will also contribute financially and with their extra efforts. A long-term GEF objective is to support reasonable institutional and financial measures for efficient environmental management in the Danube catchment area in agreement with the GEF strategy to protect international waters. Immediate objectives then consist in preparing and generating funds needed to restore environment in the Danube catchment area and to protect the Black Sea. Main outputs should be projects focused on reduced pollution and the funding of these projects should be shared by both domestic and international financial
sources. The works will take 16 months and the chief project manager is Joachim Bendow, a geographer from Vienna.

Four main project objectives are as follows:
1. To complete the existing knowledge and define priorities. This will include among other the up-dating of national reports from 1992/93, which have to be further complemented with analyses of socio-economic and financial aspects related to the issue.
2. To reassess the strategy of protecting the Danube catchment area and the Black Sea on the basis of a strategic action plan. It is necessary to start technical discussions between involved countries about agreements which would be focused on the reduction in pollution concentration and monitoring of key pollution sources.
3. To improve awareness and concern of the public.
4. To ensure programme funding. A pre-condition consists in the preparation of good and fundable projects which would be capable of attracting the interest of international financial institutions (the Danube portfolio).

The up-dated strategic action plan should be submitted to the conference of environmental ministers from the Danube catchment area countries for approval. At the same time, a conference of donor institutions should be organized where all Danube portfolio projects would be presented.

After the preparatory stage of works the programme implementation was started with a workshop organized by the Danube University in Krems, Austria in November 1997. The workshop succeeded in defining the general methodological approach of the project. The individual countries involved were represented by their country Programme Coordinators (CPCs). The Czech CPC is Ing. Bedřich from the Morava River Catchment, a. s. Brno. National teams for up-dating of the so called National Reports were nominated by GEF bodies in December 1997. Members of the Czech team are as follows: CPC (Ing. Bedřich from the Morava River Catchment Area Co. Brno), Ing. Pavlovský (Morava River Catchment Area Co. Brno), Ing. Bernardová (T. G. Masaryk Water Management Research Institute, Branch Office Brno), Dr. Vaishar (Institute of Geonics, CR Academy of Sciences, Branch Office Brno), and Ing. Hájek (CR Ministry of Finance Prague).

The national teams attended the National Review Workshop in Budapest in January 1998, where contents lay-outs, methodological approaches and time-schedules were unified for the National Reports which are to be worked out in the period from February-April 1998 and the dates for National Workshops were set up. The Czech National Workshop will be the very first of the whole series and will be held in October 1998.

The National Reports consist of four sections as follows:
- significant pollution sources (an analysis of the so called hot spots as an entry into the information system),
- socio-economic consequences,
- financial analysis,
- technical provisions.
A promising development of cooperation between academic geographical workplaces in Czech and Slovak Republics

Peter MARIOT - Oldřich MIKULÍK

The cooperation between Czech and Slovak geographers from Academies of Sciences has a long-term tradition. It became of international character after January 1, 1993 with the foundation of independent countries while partially losing intensity. Yet, the two parties were interested in further contacts and exchange of scientific results.

The 1st Slovak-Czech Geographical Academic Seminar "Similarities and Differences in the Development of Czech and Slovak Republics after the Split of the Czechoslovak Federal Republic" was organized by the Geographical Institute of Slovak Academy of Sciences (GÚ SAV) in Bratislava jointly with the Institute of Geonics, Czech Academy of Sciences (ÚGN AV CR), Branch Office Brno as a concrete event to contribute to make the resolves true. The Seminar was held in the Geographical Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava on November 6, 1996, its technical guarantor being P. Mariot. The main objective of the Seminar was to inform scientists from both workplaces of the present development of socio-economic systems in the two countries, particularly after their split.

There were 11 papers presented at the Seminar, devoted to the development of Czech population in 1990-1995, employment of Slovak citizens in the Czech Republic, development of traffic between the two countries, changes in the Czech system of traffic, development of political scene in the Czech Republic after 1990, distribution of Czech nationals living in Slovakia, basic features of political orientation of population from the Slovak-Czech borderland and their religious structure, regional aspects of developing criminality in Slovakia during the period 1990-1994, similarities and differences of the population development in both countries, and geographical aspects of transforming the power generation and distribution system of the former Czechoslovak Federation Republic into independent Czech and Slovak systems.

The papers and the following discussion confirmed that the monitoring of the development of geographically relevant aspects of the socio-economic systems in both countries brings a lot of interesting results and hints. In this context, the parties agreed on similar seminars organized once a year in the future.

As agreed, the 2nd Czecho-Slovak Academic Geographical Seminar took place in the Institute of Geonics, Czech Academy of Sciences, Branch Office Brno on November 12, 1997. It concerned "Similarities and Differences in the Development of Czech and Slovak Towns after 1990" and its expert guarantor was O. Mikulík. There were altogether 12 papers presented at the Seminar, which tackled development of the capital of Bratislava to some sustainable development identifiers, the town of Bratislava as a source of labour power for Austria, specific election preferences of the population in Slovak towns, typification of some Slovak towns from the viewpoint of criminality, religious structure of population in the Slovak cities, age structure and process of ageing in the Slovak urban population, development of traffic system in the town of Brno, migration relationships of Brno in the period 1990-1995, problems of waste dumps in the territory of Brno, comparison of some statutory town characteristics in the Czech Republic, relations between urbanization and labour market in the Czech Republic, and the assessment of the prepared draft law on a new administration system in the Czech Republic.

The second Seminar was a good proof to the contribution of research exchange for both participating parties. The fact that the papers from the two seminars were published
in the proceedings had a very positive response since a whole range of data characteriz-
ing the development of newly founded countries in the very first years of their existence
were made available to the broad public.

The collaboration of the academic geographical workplaces in the Czech and Slovak
Republics will have a further continuation. There is no doubt that this will be contributed to
by the agreement signed between the Geographical Institute in Bratislava and the Insti-
tute of Geonics in Brno for 1998-2000. The agreed topic - "Geographical features of trans-
forming socio-economic systems in the Czech and Slovak Republics after 1990" provides
enough space for mutual comparison of scientific results and their theoretical and meth-
odological applications.

The 3rd Slovako-Czech Academic Geographical Seminar is planned to be held in Slo-
vakia in Autumn 1998 with P. Mariot being again the expert guarantor. In order to bring the
most recent information, its theme is to be set up during the first half of 1998.
3rd Moravian Geographical Conference
CONGEO '99
Regional Prosperity and Sustainability
Austerlitz, Czech Republic,
September 6-10, 1999

We have the honour of inviting you to the CONGEO '99 conference on REGIONAL PROSPERITY AND SUSTAINABILITY. It is the 3rd of Moravian geographical conferences, which continues in the tradition of biennial international meetings of geographers and other scientists dealing with regional problems. The conference is aimed at accelerating the international collaboration in regional research, in supporting international cooperation in this field and in improving acquaintance of the scientific public with research achievements of prominent geographical workplaces. Program of the CONGEO '99 conference will consist of a block of paper (poster) presentations, bilateral discussions, excursion and social activities.

The conference will be held in the world-known town SLAVKOV near Brno (Austerlitz). The town (population 5850) is situated about 22 km from Brno in the south-Moravian district of Vyškov. It was established on trade pathways crossings. At the end of the 12th century the Order of German Knights built a fortified residence there which was one of the richest order’s estates in the Czech kingdom. At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries, the original Gothic was replaced by Renaissance. Václav, Duke of Kounic-Rietberg (1711-1794), a representative of the ruling house of Habsburg, made the town more visible in the Central European area. Napoleon Bonaparte's stay in Slavkov Castle and his proclamation after the battle of Austerlitz in 1805 made the town famous all over the world. The conference will be held in hotel Sokolský dům.

The topic of CONGEO '99 conference includes wide issues of regional geography

- Central and Eastern Europe: regions under transition
- restructuring of old industrial regions
- new prosperity for rural regions
- regional sustainable development: prosperity and/or environment
- Europe of regions: regional cooperation in new Europe
- etc.

The conference is to be attended by all scientists dealing with regional problems, both geographers and non-geographers. Organizers are interested in wide contacts in Europe, especially in Central Europe. Working language of the conference is English. Papers in English (after linguistic proof-reading) not longer than 10 pgs. (A4 size) including graphical enclosures are expected before June 15, 1999. Proceedings will be at disposal of participants by the beginning of the conference.

Preliminary registration fee is USD 195. Reduced fee for participants from countries under transition and for persons who will pay before June 30, 1999 is supposed. More information, and 1st Circulars with preliminary registration:

CONGEO '99, Institute of Geonics ASCR
mail: PO Box 23, CZ-613 00 Brno, Czech Republic
(phone) 420 5 4521 1901, 420 5 576 076, 425 573 108
(fax) 420 5 578 031, (E-mail) ugn@sibrno.cz
URL: http://www.site.cas.cz/UGN/G/congeo.HTM
Review


A. Aust et al.: Odkrytá geologická mapa paleozoika české části hornoslezské pánve 1:100 000. (Uncovered geological map of the Czech part of the Upper Silesian Basin 1:100 000).

The reviewed monograph represents a comprehensive and complex geological survey of one of the most industrial part of the Czech Republic, whose economic development was based on intensive deep mining of rich black coal deposits. It is a synthesis of huge knowledge from various geological disciplines, gathered in over two hundred years of mining that began in 1782 and research that took about the same time. An exceptionally high standard of the book with colour and black-and-white photographs, maps, tables, profiles, an extensive list of references, and a relatively detailed summary in English deserve a particular attention (p. 253-278). The book includes a very well made uncovered geological map (without younger formations incl. flysch) on a scale of 1:100 000 with further cartographic enclosures. A question remains the fact that there are no references to the map in the monograph.

The work which is composed of 19 chapters puts naturally the main emphasis on the detailed geological structure of Carboniferous basin filling and on varied aspects of coal mining. Greater attention should perhaps have been paid to Quaternary sediments whose practical importance as a building raw-material is remarkable. In addition to its highly technical scope, the book provides a lot of interesting information for both physical and economic geographers and particularly for geomorphologists. The territory is a place of the repeated continent-continent type collisions with opposite vergency. The Upper Silesian Basin is one of the Upper Carboniferous basins stretching along the northern edge of the Variscan orogene. As a synorogenic basin it was severely influenced by ending Variscan fold and fault tectonics and by Postvariscan platform tectonics. During the Tertiary, the SE part of the basin was covered with flysch nappes in a consequence of Alpinto type tectonics at the time of formation of the Outer Western Karpathians. Repeated marine transgressions occurred in the Neogene, and an important Pleistocene event was a double presence of the continental glaciation. Very interesting geomorphological phenomena in the Upper Silesian Basin are both the red beds, interpreted as deep tropical (?) weathering products and the dendritic drainage pattern of paleovalleys incised into Carboniferous sediments and filled with Miocene sediments of Karpathian and Badenian ages. It is admitted that the development of complex linear depressions could have begun as early as in the Mesozoic. A part of this buried relief was covered with the flysch nappes as early as in the Miocene. Both the red beds and the burried valleys have a great practical significance for coal mining. The formation of the weathering cover which forms the uppermost part of buried relief of folded carboniferous sediments is assumed to occur in the Jurassic and Cretaceous ages. Its coming into existence resulted in the disappearance of coal seams. The red beds represent only the roots of the weathering cover, reaching 20 to 100 m below the surface of Carboniferous paleorelief (with some exceptions of 600 m!) and their thickness being over 230 m in sub-horizontal deposits. The last bits of younger weathering products of most probably the Tertiary origin are found under the Miocene sediments, whose usual thickness is 20 to 30 m (sporadically up to 60 m) and the coming into existence of which is put into connexion with the formation of the Paleogene peneplain.

A rather dissected topography of the buried Paleozoic consists of a great number of prevalingly linear elevations and depressions ("washes") with height differences up to
1 000 m. They came into existence before mainly Miocene transgressions, their genesis being explained by tectonic or erosion processes similarly as that of the red beds and being a subject of many discussions. In addition to the undoubted erosion processes, significant factors were also the predispositions by Variscan faults, particularly in the W-E direction, the formation of flexure bend of the Bohemian Massif eastern edge, bending of its individual parts to the E-SE beneath the Carpathians (accompanied by block tectonics) and the integration of Epivarian platform into the Alpine structure (overthrusting of the flysh nappes on the forefield and the gradual shift of the foredeep towards the NW). The arrangement of elevations (of which some seem to be isolated) and depressions is illustrated on the map of Paleozoic relief (1:250 000). As it has already been stated, the eastern part of the Upper Silesian Basin including the depressions filled with Miocene sediments is covered with the flysh nappes which today partly form the mountain relief of 1 000 to 1 300 m in height. The age of the movements is dated by the overthrusting of Badenian marine sediments. At some places, the nappe includes also segments of Karpatian sediments.

Interesting for geographers is also the last chapter of the book, which tackles the impacts of coal mining on environment (production of waste rock, coal sludges, coal mining disturbed topography, etc.).

Antonín IVAN
Editorial

Dear readers,

This number is the first one of the sixth volume of MORAVIAN GEOGRAPHICAL REPORTS. Its inserting price has not been changed since the issue of the first number in 1993 although the prices in the Czech Republic have experienced a stormy development. The time has arrived when the editors have to set new prices that will better correspond to the value of the periodical as compared with other ones on the international market. The new price of our periodical (starting from No. 1/1998) is going to be 11.00 DEM per copy plus the postage (and the corresponding conversion rate in CZK), i.e. 22.00 DEM per volume.

However, this price increase will bring forth a number of reductions. The editors will appreciate the loyalty of existing subscribers by maintaining for them the existing annual subscription fee for two numbers. A pronounced reduction will be provided to new subscribers and readers from the Czech Republic and other transforming countries the annual subscription for new subscribers being 13.50 DEM and the price of the individual numbers for those interested from the Czech Republic and the transition countries being 140.00 CZK.

The editorial staff hopes that you will retain in our favour in the future. We believe that our periodical will remain for you one of interesting sources to learn about the regional scientific research in Central Europe.
Escarpmont part of the large debris flow in the woody area of Brodská near Karolinka village. The landslide is structurally determined (bedding planes).
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Large debris flow in the woody area near Hutisko-Solanec village.
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